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DRIVEN BY DESIRE

NEW

PURE COLOR ENVY
SCULPTING GLOSS

 Shape. Sculpt. Shine. Lips to Envy.
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Glovetanned Saddle Bag in Bordeaux,
Mixed Fabric Jacket on Niels
Whiplash Saddle Bag in Camel on Lexi
coach.com
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67 THE WSJ. FIVE
 Start the season with five standout accessories,  
 from reimagined sneakers to shoulder-grazing  
 earrings.
 Photography by Thomas Lohr  
 Styling by Charlotte Collet

 STILL LIFE  Wynton Marsalis
  The esteemed jazz musician shares a few of his 

favorite things.  
 Photography by Brian W. Ferry

What’s News.

77 Meet Two of Austin’s Brightest Entrepreneurs

80 Wedges and Espadrilles Go Retro
 A Debut Album from Beau, a Folk-Rock Duo 

82 Chicago’s Writers Theatre Finds a New Home
 Three Revamped Caribbean Resorts
 Carolina Herrera’s Polka-Dot Print Gets an Update

84 Tap Into Bogotá’s Buzziest Neighborhood

86 George Nelson’s Iconic Furniture, Reborn
 The Season’s Graphic Bags Pack a Punch 

88 A Revelatory Documentary About Nora Ephron
 The Cult of Designer Issey Miyake
 Jaeger-LeCoultre Celebrates 85 Years of Style

90 Four Emerging Artists in the Spotlight This Spring
 Yasu Michino’s Miami-Inspired Line of Bags
 Low-Profile Hair from Spring Runways 

92 A Chef Brings Georgian Supra to London
 An Immersive Installation Goes Up in Silicon Valley

94 Q&As With Three Cutting-Edge Jewelry Designers

ON THE COVER  Christy Turlington Burns, 
photographed by Mikael Jansson and styled by George 
Cortina. Albertus Swanepoel hat and Saint Laurent by 
Hedi Slimane dress. For details see Sources, page 182.

THIS PAGE  Photography by Lachlan Bailey and styling 
by Ludivine Poiblanc. Nina Ricci dress, necklace and 
shoes, Falke tights, Coach collar and Céline earrings.  
For details see Sources, page 182. 

184

140
Sold exclusively in Louis Vuitton stores. louisvuitton.com

A curated series of artwork by:
JUERGEN TELLER, BRUCE WEBER,
LIGHTNING by TETSUYA NOMURA & VW of SQUARE ENIX

LIGHTNING



A curated series of artwork by:
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LIGHTNING by TETSUYA NOMURA & VW of SQUARE ENIX
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117  TRACKED: Cassandra Grey
   Violet Grey’s founder harnesses  

old-Hollywood glamour to revamp 
the beauty business.

  By Claire Martin
  Photography by Michael Friberg

120   WELCOME BACK, 
BARNEYS

   This month Barneys reopens at  
its original Manhattan location,  
reviving a flagship that was a creative 
hub for downtown luminaries and  
a launch pad for a generation of inter-
national designers.

  By Lynn Yaeger
  Illustration by Shout 

124  ITALY MEETS INDIA
   Jaipur’s Bar Palladio has become a 

go-to restaurant, bar and cultural 
center. Now weekend excursions 
outside the city are included in its 
European-style offerings. 

  By Sarah Medford
  Photography by Stephen Kent Johnson

126  THE ELEMENTS OF NAPA
   Christopher Kostow, the visionary  

chef behind the Restaurant at 
Meadowood, is opening a second 
venue that will express the  
local terroir in a less formal way.  
Just don’t call it casual. 

  By Gabe Ulla  
  Photography by William Abranowicz

Market report.

103  ALL THAT JAZZ
   Riff on spring’s refined yet rebellious 

spirit with bold lines, cheeky cutouts 
and lots of leather. 

   Photography by Arno Frugier  
  Styling by Karen Kaiser

Clockwise from top left: Christopher Kostow and Katianna Hong of the Charter Oak restaurant in 
St. Helena, California, photographed by William Abranowicz. Offices at Violet Grey’s headquarters, 
photographed by Michael Friberg. Sheena Wagstaff, chair of the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s modern 
and contemporary art department, photographed by Adrian Gaut.

158

126

117





130

From left: An interior from Bar Palladio in Jaipur, India, photographed by Stephen Kent Johnson. Christy 
Turlington Burns, photographed by Mikael Jansson and styled by George Cortina. J.W. Anderson jumpsuit. 
For details see Sources, page 182. 

Women’s style Issue.

130   KEEPING UP WITH 
CHRISTY

   Supermodel Christy Turlington 
Burns has put her wanderlust in ser-
vice of women’s health issues around 
the globe—one mother at a time.

  By Julia Reed  
  Photography by Mikael Jansson

140   RHYTHM OF THE HEART
   Revive the allure of times gone by on 

the streets of Mexico City with the 
season’s most elegantly tailored and 
sinuously seductive looks.

  Photography by Lachlan Bailey
  Styling by Ludivine Poiblanc

152   ON A TWEET AND  
A PRAYER

   What happens when one world-
famous chef challenges another to  
collaborate on a new restaurant  
in Cuba? They descend on Havana 
without a plan. Then a third top  
chef turns the dream into reality. 

  By Jay Cheshes 
  Photography by Nacho Alegre

158   METROPOLITAN CLUB
   With the opening of the new Met 

Breuer building, the leadership at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
aims to expand its contemporary and 
modern collection. Can it succeed 
among so many rival institutions 
and collectors?

  By Elisa Lipsky-Karasz 
  Photography by Adrian Gaut

162  NEW ROMANTIC
   Perfect the art of pure simplicity  

with variations on head-to-toe 
ensembles that effortlessly pivot 
from ethereal to sophisticated. 

  Photography by Daniel Jackson
  Styling by Alastair McKimm

172  SQUAD GOALS
   Designer Jonathan Anderson,  

who draws inspiration from myriad 
influences, is radically affecting 
fashion from the helm of both his 
namesake brand, J.W. Anderson, and 
the house of Loewe.

  By William Van Meter  
  Photography by Katja Rahlwes

176   THE FINE PRINTS
   Jasper Johns has created master-

pieces across artistic media and, 
at nearly 86, continues to innovate. 
This spring sees a new show of his 
singular monotypes.

  By Julie L. Belcove
   Photography by Jeannette Montgomery 
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editor’s let ter

ILLUSTRATION BY ALEJANDRO CARDENAS

HAVANA NIGHTS  Anubis (in Berluti) and Bast (in Oscar de la Renta) embrace amid ocean spray on Havana’s Malecón, while Who keeps a watchful eye on a nearby pelican.

MAKE A SPLASH

A 
MAGAZINE IS LIKE a kaleidoscope, juxta-
posing an array of ideas, images and voices 
in a way that allows us to appreciate how 
they resonate with each other. Our March 

Women’s Style issue celebrates individuals and 
institutions that have engaged in a fascinating cross-
pollination of creative approaches.   

Our cover star, Christy Turlington Burns, rose 
to prominence in the ’80s as part of a small cote-
rie of supermodels whose faces were recognizable 
around the globe. But for Turlington, international 
fame wasn’t enough. After she appeared on some 
500 magazine covers, her curiosity led her to earn a 
degree in philosophy and comparative religion (we 
were classmates at NYU) and later to start a nonprofit 

organization, Every Mother Counts. Her most recent 
project is a documentary about Manhattan’s vibrant 
art, music and fashion scene in the ’80s, an era when, 
as Turlington notes, “everything was so open.”

A similar ethos held sway at the original Barneys 
in Chelsea, Manhattan; this flagship, which closed in 
1997, reopens in the same location this February. Our 
feature looks back on how the store became a creative 
epicenter for downtown luminaries that included  
Steven Meisel (who photographed ad campaigns), 
Madonna and Keith Haring. Barneys also served a 
high-profile clientele—everyone from the cast of 
Saturday Night Live to Cher—and became a launch-
ing pad for a generation of fashion designers. 

In terms of reshaping aesthetic boundaries, few 

compare to artist Jasper Johns, who in a rare inter-
view discusses one of the most enduring strains in 
his art: the monotype. New York’s Matthew Marks 
Gallery will exhibit 41 of these works this spring, trac-
ing Johns’s brilliant engagement with the form over a 
half century. It’s a discipline well-suited to the artist’s 
catholic approach to materials and methods, resulting 
in a layered meditation on influence itself. “Often, even 
usually,” Johns says, “the various ways of working 
blend and become, to varying degrees, unconscious.” 

Kristina O’Neill   
k.oneill@wsj.com
Instagram: kristina_oneill
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NACHO ALEGRE & JAY CHESHES 
On a tweet and a prayer  p. 152

When writer Jay Cheshes (near left) arrived in Havana to join three world-renowned 
chefs, who were following up on a business plan announced in a rash tweet, he was 
alarmed to discover the partners had no itinerary. But soon Italian chef Massimo Bottura 
had lined up a few meetings and, after a full day laying groundwork for their venture, 
Bottura unwound over daiquiris and mojitos with Cheshes and photographer Nacho 
Alegre at El Floridita—a place frequented by Ernest Hemingway when he lived in Cuba. 
Cheshes notes the “glimpses of modernity” he saw in Cuba. Alegre likewise senses a 
transformation. “I think it’s worth going before it changes too much,” he says. >

BY SARA MOROSI

ROWS TO HOE  
Finca Marta, an or ganic 
farm near Havana, 
visited by three 
international chefs. 
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JEANNETTE MONTGOMERY BARRON &  
JULIE L. BELCOVE 
the fine prints  p. 176

Writer Julie L. Belcove (near left), who has interviewed Jasper Johns in his Sharon, 
Connecticut, studio several times in the past, says he never concedes to being recorded 
 and often pauses for what seems like minutes before answering questions. “In the way he 
doesn’t make a brush mark without thought, he doesn’t speak off the cuff. It’s all consid-
ered,” says Belcove. Photographer Jeannette Montgomery Barron, known for her depictions 
of the 1980s New York art scene, is among the few who’ve photographed Johns inside  
his studio. As she was leaving the session, she says, “I thought, Maybe I can get one more 
thing,” resulting in the portrait in this month’s issue.

Writer William Van Meter was already familiar with Jonathan Anderson’s “steel-like 
veneer.” But backstage at the Loewe show in Paris’s Unesco Building, the author gleaned 
anecdotes from the fashion designer’s parents about his childhood in Northern Ireland. 

“They added the key to the childlike wonder that comes through in his work,” he says, 
noting that the chance encounter “gave [the profile] heart and vulnerability.” A German 
native, Paris-based fashion photographer Katja Rahlwes was challenged with corralling 

Anderson’s creative team for a shoot in the middle of Paris Fashion Week.

WILLIAM VAN METER & KATJA RAHLWES 
squad gOals  p. 172

The morning William Abranowicz (near left) photographed chef Christopher Kostow on  
the site of his new restaurant, the Charter Oak, happened to be the last day of service at Tra 
Vigne, the nearly 30-year-old institution his eatery will soon replace. Conscious of the 
location’s legacy, Abranowicz recalls that although Kostow was “sensitive about doing the 
portrait there, standing in that garden on a misty Napa morning was pretty special.”  
Writer Gabe Ulla adds, “When I got there, saw the space and got a sense of its aura, it became 
clear that it’s not only the food that could make this the restaurant opening of the year.” 

GABE ULLA & WILLIAM ABRANOWICZ
the elements Of napa  p. 126

Stylist Karen Kaiser found her inspiration in color, contrast and silhouette for the fashion 
feature “All That Jazz,” culminating in unexpected pairings like leather against silk.  

“I love working with gradients of tonal colors and minimalistic fashion in rich textures,” 
says Kaiser. Arno Frugier, a New York–based French photographer who cites the late  

Pina Bausch’s avant-garde approach to choreography as a creative influence, noted that 
the set resembled a bustling theater stage, with “a lot of personalities, different

characters and stories to be told.” 

ARNO FRUGIER & KAREN KAISER 
all that jazz  p. 103
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WSJ. asks six luminaries to weigh in on a single topic. This month: Secrets.

VALERIE 
PLAME

“I come from a family 
where public service was 
considered noble. My 
father was an Air Force 
officer; he fought in 
World War II. My brother 
was a Marine wounded 
in Vietnam. We weren’t 
flag-waving patriots, 
but when I was given an 
opportunity to work for 
the CIA, I jumped at it.  
I didn’t find it oppressive 
to keep secrets, because 
we had good reason to 
do so. But it wasn’t until 
I resigned in 2007, after 
my covert identity was 
blown, that I realized 
how strange it all was. 
When that secret, so to 
speak, got out, I felt like 
I’d been sucker-punched 
in the gut. I couldn’t 
believe it. There’s noth-
ing like living through 
being called a traitor and 
liar, all as a result of a 
partisan agenda. It took 
years to work through 
it. We moved out of 
Washington; we live in 
New Mexico now. We 
have twins, and they 
were very young when 
all this happened. If 
not for them, I probably 
wouldn’t have gotten 
out of bed.”

Plame is an author and former 
covert CIA operations officer. 

“In writing about the 
lives of other people, I’ve 
learned that we all have 
secrets, and keeping 
them is what drives a 
life—it can either darken 
or illuminate it. I started 
writing biographies 
because the lives of peo-
ple who have influenced 
our culture fascinate me. 
Most of those individu-
als have public images 
fashioned by major 
public relations firms, 
but I wanted to go behind 
the fairy tale. What 
are they really like? 
How have they exerted 
their power? There’s 
certainly room on the 
shelf for both autho-
rized and unauthorized 
biographies. I’ve written 
about Frank Sinatra—
as a child in Hoboken, 
he knew great shame 
because his mother per-
formed abortions—and 
also the Kennedys and 
the Reagans. Not every 
secret leads to dysfunc-
tion; some secrets can 
lead to good once they’re 
revealed. I truly believe 
that you are as sick as 
your secret—and I’d like 
to make everybody well.”

KITTY 
KELLEY

Kelley is a journalist and 
biographer.

“Old sayings get to  
be old sayings because 
they’re profound, like 
‘The truth will set you 
free.’ Carrying a secret 
can be draining, and the 
most toxic secret of all  
is the one stemming 
from shame. I grew up 
with a seriously alco-
holic father. When you’re 
in an alcoholic home, 
you learn about secrets 
early on. Your whole life 
is a secret. Everyone 
has a social mask. We 
all go out of our house  
with our faces freshly 
scrubbed and shiny. We 
don’t go to school and 
disclose that the utilities 
were turned off in our 
house because our father 
didn’t pay the bill.  
We don’t say the window 
was kicked out of our 
house because he came 
home in a drunken rage 
the night before. The 
isolation that is involved 
in secret keeping can 
erode self-esteem and 
self-worth. It can kill the 
soul. But you have  
to have the courage to 
disclose those kinds of 
secrets, to cure yourself 
of that cancer.”

DR. PHIL 
MCGRAW

McGraw is a psychologist and 
the host of Dr. Phil.

soapbox

THE COLUMNISTS

Dimitrov is the maître d’hôtel 
at Tower Bar and at the Sunset 
Tower Hotel in Los Angeles. 

DIMITRI 
DIMITROV

“Before I came to Sunset 
Tower, I was running 
Diaghilev, a Russian 
restaurant in West 
Hollywood, an under-
the-radar place where 
Tom Cruise, Sean Penn 
and Tom Ford were  
regulars. At Tower Bar 
too, all kinds of people 
come; secrecy is part  
of what we do. Manners 
and behavior matter a 
lot to me—I’m old school. 
When our clients see me 
standing out front, they 
know what to expect. 
Whenever Johnny Depp 
is in town, he might 
come to Sunset Tower 
to have a meeting with 
family or his producer, 
but no one knows he’s 
there. Gossip magazines 
have tried to buy me  
half a dozen times, and 
each time I tell them 
never to bother me 
again. These are impor-
tant people. It’s their 
night, and there’s no 
room for paparazzi. And 
it’s not only celebrities, 
it’s doctors, lawyers, 
agents. It’s not my busi-
ness whether they’re 
with a girlfriend, a wife 
or a mistress. It’s a day-
and-night job. Privacy 
is key.”

Snyder is a director. His film 
Batman v Superman: Dawn 
of Justice is out this month. 

ZACK 
SNYDER

“I really believe that 
comics are our modern 
mythology. We deal 
with a lot of our issues 
through these charac-
ters the way the ancients 
explained volcanoes or 
earthquakes by invent-
ing gods. The emotional 
earthquakes and 
volcanoes of our time 
are inexplicable, so we 
use these characters 
to comfort ourselves. 
I’ve directed a few films 
adapted from comics and 
graphic novels. Secrets 
and secret identities play 
a big role. They take on 
this kind of metaphorical 
significance and speak 
to the larger secrets the 
reader is keeping. Both 
in real life and in comics, 
an individual has a  
picture that they want  
to present to the world,  
a picture of who they are. 
Most of the time that 
picture is not completely 
authentic. Bruce Wayne 
is the mask, not Batman. 
Even if you dress up in 
drag, the armor is the 
real you.”

“I remember talking  
to Agnes Nixon, who  
created the character 
Erica Kane on All My 
Children. I was so lucky 
to play her for four 
decades. Agnes said it 
was important for an 
audience to be in on 
the secret before the 
heroine. It creates a 
kind of tension. They 
get invested—they 
want to know when the 
secret will be revealed 
and how the character 
will respond when it is. 
And Erica had so many 
secrets! Drama at its 
best holds up a mirror 
to the viewer, and Agnes 
was a groundbreaker in 
telling stories that were 
way ahead of their time. 
Soaps can get away with 
it. There was an abortion 
that Erica wanted to 
keep secret from her sec-
ond husband. And then, 
of course, there was 
the rape by her father’s 
best friend—it was the 
secret that drove her. 
Sometimes, like Erica, 
we keep secrets because 
we’re simply terrified  
of how others will react.”

SUSAN  
LUCCI

Lucci is an actress who  
currently stars on Devious 
Maids, on Lifetime. 
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Start the season with five standout 
accessories, from reimagined sneakers 
to shoulder-grazing earrings.

SPRING 
AWAKENING

march 2016
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the wsj. fivekeepsakes

1. the shOe
Bright white slip-ons inject 
their own irreverent chic. 
Calvin Klein Collection  
sneakers, dress and skirt. 
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2. the watch
Take time to consider an 
equestrian-inspired face  

with a simple leather band.
Ralph Lauren watch  

and Current/Elliott shirt. 
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3. the sungLasses
Refresh any look with 
exaggerated frames and a hint  
of ’70s glamour. Bottega  
Veneta sunglasses and dress. 

Shop LOEWE.com
Small Puzzle Bags in Electric Blue Crocodile, 
Engraved Silver Calf and Engraved Scarlet Calf, 2016
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4. the bag
Pep up a preppy outfit  
with a new take on a  
classic style. Hermès bag  
and Sportmax dress. 

5. the earring
Try a casual approach  
to showstopping adornment. 
Loewe earring and Simon 
Miller jacket.

Model, Natasa Vojnovic  
at Women Management; hair, 
Marki Shkreli; makeup, 
Sandra Ganzer; manicure, 
Marisa Carmichael. For 
details see Sources, page 182.
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Over the past decade, the city of Austin has undergone a dramatic 
transformation. Meet the couple who is redefining its success.

PartnershiP

TEXAS TWO-STEP

A
S RESTAURATEUR Larry McGuire drives 
along South Congress Avenue in downtown 
Austin, a busy road awash in the glow of 
countless neon signs, he describes the city 

of his childhood. “When I was growing up, Austin 
was a medium-sized college town,” he says. “But now 
it’s maturing into something more real. The city is 
changing so fast.” Tyler Haney, his girlfriend and 

founder of the popular activewear brand Outdoor 
Voices, agrees. “A lot of cool people from New York 
and L.A. are moving here,” she says. 

With Google, Facebook and Apple’s recent satel-
lite expansions, a slew of trendy hotel openings like 
the Hotel Van Zandt and the city’s recent designation 
by the U.S. Census Bureau as the fastest growing in 
the nation, it’s easy to see why people are flocking 

to Austin. The food scene is one of the city’s many 
booming segments, and McGuire, born in Austin 
and raised in the historic neighborhood of Travis 
Heights, is among the restaurateurs at its center. 
Haney, meanwhile, is an Austin transplant (by way of 
Boulder, Colorado) who began her activewear line in 
New York before finding a part-time home for herself 
and her business in Texas. 

Together, McGuire, 33, and Haney, 27, have come 
to represent the Austin of today—young, passionate 
and sophisticated; a mix of old and new blood; a city 
that has grown out of the dated image of a sleepy col-
lege town from decades ago into a thriving sanctuary 
for artists and entrepreneurs alike.

McGuire’s love for food began early, while he 
was working in kitchens and waiting tables as a 
teenager. His big break came in 1998, when at 16 he 
walked into the offices of a newly launched cater-
ing company by Texan chef Lou Lambert and asked 
for a job. They worked closely together for years 
until, eventually, McGuire, along with Lambert and 
two other friends, including chef Tom Moorman, 
raised nearly a million dollars and opened the now-
beloved barbecue joint Lamberts in what was then 
a barbecue wasteland. Austin lacked the kind of 
distinguishing cuisine that places like Dallas and 
Houston were known for. So it became McGuire’s 
mission to improve the city’s food scene. In 2009, 
he started his own management company, McGuire 
Moorman Hospitality, opening restaurants to fill 
what he saw as holes in the market, as downtown 
Austin exploded around them.

McGuire now oversees six successful and distinct 
restaurants, from sleek seafood hot spot Perla’s to 
the more formal Jeffrey’s, a 40-year-old institution 
that he acquired and renovated in 2013, folding in 
staff from New York’s Per Se in the process. “We’re 
not striving to be something super hip, just hip 
enough,” says McGuire, whose group of restaurants 
brought in about $30 million last year. 

While building his empire, McGuire traveled back 
and forth between Austin and New York. “It was a 
way of keeping my finger on the pulse,” he explains. 
On one such trip, in 2009, he met Haney at the Bowery 
Hotel in Manhattan while out for drinks with friends. 
At the time, she was a business student at Parsons 
School of Design. “I don’t know what I was doing out 
so late,” she says, smiling at McGuire. 

At Parsons, Haney, a former high school track 
star, had grown tired of the limited options in 
activewear. “I was sick of black shiny spandex 
everywhere,” she says. “I wanted something more 
approachable.” So she developed a fabric and 
assembled a collection, which included leggings >

PERFECT MATCH 
Outdoor Voices CEO 
Tyler Haney and 
restaurateur Larry 
McGuire, photographed 
at the McGuire-owned 
Austin clothier ByGeorge.
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and a crop top. She also saw an 
opportunity to turn on its head 
the notion of performance as 
purely testosterone-fueled and 
competition-based. “I wanted 
to create a brand that was about 
casual activity, an image less 
about stretching on a track and 
more about moving, whatever 
that means to you,” she says.

Shortly after its founding in 
2013, Outdoor Voices opened its 
office at 29th and Broadway,  in 
New York, next door to the popu-
lar salad chain Sweetgreen. “We 
went there every day—we had 
the black card status,” Haney 
says. She soon struck up a friend-
ship with a man who spent as 
much time at Sweetgreen as 
she did—its co-founder Nicolas 
Jammet. When Jammet saw her designs, he took an 
immediate interest and, along with McGuire, helped 
her raise funds. Since then, Outdoor Voices, known 
for its minimalist, flattering apparel, has devel-
oped a cult following, with devotees such as actress 
Lena Dunham and Into the Gloss CEO Emily Weiss, 
becoming a small-batch Nike for the wellness-
conscious millennial. 

But if Outdoor Voices was an idea that first 
sprouted in New York, it found sustenance in Austin. 
“Larry introduced me to this city,” says Haney, recall-
ing her early trips to visit him from New York. “It’s 
so casual,” she says. “The lifestyle very much aligns 
with our mission.” 

As with McGuire’s restau-
rants, the business climate of 
Austin—one less concerned 
with profit and more dedicated 
to investing in and nurturing 
a community—proved invalu-
able to Haney. (Outdoor Voices 
hosts weekly basketball games 
and group jogs for consumers.) 
Since putting down roots in 
Austin, the company has seen 
exponential growth and has 
partnered with prestigious 
investors, including A.P.C. 
Holding (the entity through 
which the French fashion 
label makes investments) and 
General Catalyst (the venture 
capital firm behind companies 
like Airbnb, Warby Parker and 
Snapchat), which contributed $4.5 million out of  
the $7 million raised during the first round of 
funding last year. In addition, Outdoor Voices has 
attracted top designers from Alexander Wang and 
Calvin Klein. 

This spring, McGuire will open June’s, his seventh 
restaurant in Austin, with June Rodil, one of seven 
master sommeliers in Texas. He will also oversee 

two restaurants and a 
cafe attached to down-
town hotel and residence 
Austin Proper, the brain-
child of Viceroy Hotels 
founder Brad Korzen, 
slated to open in 2017. As 
for Haney, she recently 
launched her collabora-
tion with A.P.C. at New 
York Fashion Week.

Though Haney and 
McGuire are autonomous 
when it comes to their 
separate ventures, under-
standably, the lines can 
sometimes blur. When 
Haney opened her first 
Outdoor Voices store in 
Austin, it was located 
behind McGuire’s restau-
rant Clark’s. (She still 
shares an office space 

above the store with members of Clark’s staff.) When 
McGuire asked her to join him on buying trips for 
ByGeorge—the high-end Austin boutique that he 
purchased in 2015 to diversify his business portfo-
lio—she agreed, but only if he catered an Outdoor 
Voices campaign shoot in Marfa. (“Craft services was 
on point that day!” Haney says.)  

Despite the long distance—
the couple shuttle back and 
forth between Austin and New 
York to see each other—their 
life together is less compli-
cated than one might imagine. 
They share a home in Austin, a 
white 1940s ranch outfitted in 
Mies van der Rohe and BDDW 
furniture, and an apartment 
in lower Manhattan. On week-
ends down South, they run 
on dirt trails that circle the 
emerald-blue waters of Lady 
Bird Lake, and in New York 
they frequent Estela, Haney’s 
favorite restaurant in the 
city. In three years, they have 
missed only six weekends 
together. They share attor-
neys, accountants, investors 
and general contractors, but 
that has less to do with their 
relationship and more to do 
with the culture in Austin. As 
McGuire says, “It’s a clan.” 
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A FEAST  
FOR THE EYES  

From top: A view from 
outside the Outdoor 

Voices flagship store; 
the bar at McGuire’s 
restaurant Jeffrey’s; 

the dining room of his 
French-Vietnamese 

Elizabeth Street Cafe.

SOUTHERN COMFORT
Above: An interior from 

ByGeorge, which McGuire 
acquired last year. Right: A look 

from Haney’s activewear line. 

“it’s so casual here. the 
lifestyle very much aligns 
with our mission.”

—tyler haney
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study in design

PLAYER’S CLUB

North of Chicago, in Glencoe, Illinois, Writers Theatre  

has established a powerhouse reputation in two unassuming, 

undersize spaces: the back of a bookstore and a rented room 

inside the Woman’s Library Club. “The plumbing didn’t work, 

the infrastructure was crumbling, and we were dependent 

on the weather to finish our sets,” artistic director Michael 

Halberstam says of the library venue. “Everything around the 

stages bore no resemblance to the experience of watching our 

plays.” With this month’s opening of the 24-year-old theater 

company’s first permanent home, designed by architect Jeanne 

Gang and her firm, Studio Gang, “we finally feel our exterior 

matches our interior,” Halberstam says.

The structure—with wood recycled from trees felled for 

construction and bricks reused from the old library club—isn’t 

just an enclosed box. Timber trusses surround a second-floor 

walkway suspended above the glass-walled lobby—a hat tip 

to tiered Elizabethan theaters like the Globe, in London. The 

timber work nods to the suburb’s Tudor Revival style.  

“We wanted to create a space that connects with the village 

around it,” Gang says. The theater blends with its residential 

environs while introducing something unique. There’s no 

neon, and there are no flashing lights or sponsor names 

splashed across the facade. “People always ask me, ‘Where’s 

your marquee?’ ” executive director Kathryn M. Lipuma says. 

“The building is the marquee.”

Writers gave Gang a mandate for the interior spaces: Offer 

more seats while maintaining the theater’s intimacy. The 

$34 million project’s 250-seat theater, which kicks off with 

Tom Stoppard’s 1993 play, Arcadia, on March 16, has just  

two more rows than the former library theater, while  

the smaller, flexible space holds up to 99 audience members.  

The lobby and rooftop terrace also double as performance 

areas. “It feels like almost everywhere you walk in the build-

ing something creative is about to happen,” Halberstam says.  

—Novid Parsi

Return to one of these 
three classic Caribbean 
beach hotels, with new 

property upgrades  
and expansions for 2016.

RESORT 
REFRESH

 The St. Regis  
Bahia Beach Resort  

A new partnership with 
meditation expert Michael 

Miller will guide guests 
toward optimal relaxation, 
tending to mind and body  

in a lush Puerto Rico locale.   
stregisbahiabeach.com

 GoldenEye  
On the site where Ian 

Fleming conjured James 
Bond, Chris Blackwell’s 

Jamaican escape debuts 26 
new beach huts, each  

with sea views and  
unlimited island breezes.   

goldeneye.com

 One&Only Ocean Club 
Revisit the most revered 

destination in the Bahamas 
now that it has opened its 
new 125-foot infinity pool 

and adjoining Ocean  
Grill, serving fresh seafood 

and other snacks.     
oneandonlyresorts.com

Designer Carolina Herrera and downtown 
retailer Jeffrey Kalinsky (of Jeffrey New 
York) will launch their first seven-piece 
collection in March. The duo updated 
Herrera’s signature black-and-white 

polka-dot print with new silhouettes, 
from tailored separates to dresses. 

“Carolina always reflects a modern woman 
with a modern attitude,” says Kalinsky, 

who will carry the line at his Meatpacking 
District and Atlanta boutiques. Whether 

producing structured culottes  
or mini-hemlines, Herrera and Kalinsky 

blur the line between elegance and 
irreverence. “It’s important for women to 
feel glamorous and feminine but always 

themselves,” says Herrera. $790–$2,490; 
jeffreynewyork.com —Laura Stoloff

closet case 

POLKA PARTY

 pieces from the 
carolina herrera 

collection for 
jeffrey new yorK
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W
HEN SPANISH conquistadors established 
Santa Fe de Bogotá in 1538, Usaquén was 
a small village about 10 miles away. By 
the 1950s Bogotá had grown to encom-

pass Usaquén, and today residents and visitors are 
embracing the neighborhood, thanks to top restau-
rants and hotels and enduring attractions including 
the Santa Bárbara de Usaquén church.

The food scene in Bogotá is booming, and as chefs 
look for space beyond established gastronomic zones 
in the city, many have turned to Usaquén, where 
every block seems to offer a compelling place to eat 
or drink. The Rausch brothers (Jorge, Mark and Ilan) 
are most famous for the haute cuisine they serve 
at Criterion, but they also opened Bistronomy by 
Rausch in Usaquén, offering a more casual environ-
ment for their polished dishes. Cordon Bleu–trained 
Colombian chef Nicolás Mogollón made his debut in 
the neighborhood in 2015 with Mil9, serving ambi-
tious yet balanced dishes like shrimp in passion fruit 
butter with peas and shaved coconut.  

An established favorite is 80 Sillas, where the 
fish is never frozen. Don’t miss the sliced raw salmon 
with avocado, pomelo, verbena and black sea salt. 
Skip the long breakfast line at Abasto, one of the first 
notable restaurants to open in Usaquén, by walking a 
few blocks to Abasto Market. Head to Café Usaquén 
for Argentine empanadas, a glass of wine, a slice of 
cake or a cold beer surrounded by cool cabin décor.

For coffee lovers, Jaime Duque stocks some 
of Colombia’s best single-origin coffee beans at 
Catación Pública and offers coffee-appreciation 
classes to both baristas and casual drinkers alike. 

Every Sunday look for treasures, including tex-
tiles, handmade soap and small-batch hot sauces, at 
Las Pulgas flea market. Pop into La Pétala, a chic 
florist shop created by Carolina Pinzón that has an 
arranging table front and center so visitors can 
watch her create custom bouquets. 

Book the Extreme Wow Suite at Colombia’s only 
W Hotel, which opened in Usaquén at the end of 2014, 
and relax in exclusive emerald-green hooded bath-
robes designed by Bogotá-born Esteban Cortázar. 
Since guests can’t take the robes home, head to 
Adriana A. Tavera Taller de Diseño to satisfy sou-
venir needs— from handmade bags to home goods.

neighborhood watch

BY KAREN CATCHPOLE

USAQUÉN
A mix of exciting chefs, artisanal 
shopping and vibrant street art  

is emerging in Bogotá’s “Zona U.”

IN LIVING COLOR 
Clockwise from top left: Abasto 
Market; Las Pulgas flea market; 
Argentine empanadas at  
Café Usaquén; local street art.

LATIN FLAVORS 
Clockwise from 

right: A guest room 
at the W Hotel;  
the dining room 

at 80 Sillas; 
Colombian coffee 

beans at Catación 
Pública; the 

Santa Bárbara de 
Usaquén church.
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PACK A PUNCH
Graphic bags overflow with personality this season, featuring stand-out designs 
from metallic accents on patchwork skins to bold stripes against neutral colors.

objects of desire

BY GEORGE
American furniture was fun in the ’50s, and George Nelson was a major reason 

why. The gregarious, chain-smoking architect ran a talent-packed New York 

studio that introduced the Coconut Chair, the Marshmallow Sofa and other 

party starters to postwar rec rooms across the country. In his role as design 

director of Herman Miller (1947–1972), Nelson enticed Charles and Ray Eames, 

Isamu Noguchi, Alexander Girard and others to contribute exuberant work 

that raised the bar for American design.

But Nelson also had a more contemplative side. “To a small audience  

who knew his work well, George Nelson was the premier design intellect of the 

mid-century,” says Ben Watson, Herman Miller’s current executive creative 

director. Nelson’s belief in modern design as a path to 

social progress put him in step with his global contempo-

raries, including Jean Prouvé, Walter Gropius and others 

who were mapping out the living spaces of the future.  

For his own Gramercy Park apartment, Nelson experi-

mented with new approaches to furniture, designing  

a slim-lined wood daybed that would grow into his Thin 

Edge collection of the 1950s. The 20-piece range—lean, 

multifunctional and easy to maintain without household 

help—was a hit for Herman Miller up until the mid-’60s, 

when it fell out of production. More than a half-century 

later, the Nelson Daybed, the Thin Edge Bed, two storage pieces and a bedside 

table are being reintroduced, and they exhibit a spare elegance that is decid-

edly of this moment. 

“From the beginning, the Thin Edge Bed was available with a simple cane 

headrest or not,” Watson notes, giving users the option to nudge it up against 

a wall or float it mid-room—an island of repose, perhaps, or better yet a party 

platform. “It was shown that way in the magazines of the time,” says Watson. 

“We don’t do that so often anymore, do we?” dwr.com.  —Sarah Medford

CARRIED AWAY  
From left: Gucci, 

Tod’s, Brahmin, Fendi 
and Proenza Schouler.  

For details see 
Sources, page 182.

SLEEP CHIC 
Above: Design Within Reach 
offers the Nelson Thin Edge  
Bed in a variety of sizes. Right: 
The original Nelson Daybed, 
inspired by a version the designer 
had in his own home.

FULL NELSON 
Clockwise from top 

left: The original 
Nelson Thin Edge 
Bed; Nelson in his 

studio; the Herman 
Miller update of 

Nelson’s Daybed.

L O N D O N    N E W  Y O R K    G E N E VA    
BAHR AIN   BAKU   BA NGKOK   DER BY   DUBAI   DOHA   K AR LOV Y VARY   KIEV   LOS A NGELES    
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F a b e r g é  p r o u d l y  u s e s  G e m f i e l d s  c o l o u r e d  g e m s t o n e s
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Hiroshima-born clothing designer 

Issey Miyake has always been ahead 

of his time. Since founding his 

eponymous studio in 1970, Miyake 

has sought to innovate not only 

in the designs of his elegant yet 

versatile clothing but also in how 

he makes it. From his iconic heat-

pressed pleats to his garments made 

from a single piece of cloth, Miyake 

continuously explores fabric and its 

relationship with the body, as well 

as how clothes connect to current culture. At 77, Miyake is more relevant  

than ever, inspiring two exhibitions this spring, publishing a comprehen-

sive history of his work and influencing a fresh generation of designers. In 

March, the National Art Center in Tokyo will display Miyake Issey Exhibition, 

examining the groundbreaking processes the designer has developed over 

his 46-year career. Highlights include pieces from his Pleats Please, A-POC 

and 132 5 collections. And in May, Miyake will be one of numerous designers 

featured in the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Manus x Machina, showcas-

ing Miyake’s merging of traditional practices with advanced techniques. His 

legacy is also apparent on current runways, with designers such as Proenza 

Schouler, Boss and J.W. Anderson taking cues from Miyake’s silhouettes, 

fabrics and, of course, pleats. —Tara Lamont-Djite
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what’s news

Nora Ephron—the late journalist, 
essayist, author, screenwriter, playwright 

and director—was beloved by many,  
but, as detailed in this month’s HBO 
documentary Everything Is Copy, few 

knew of her health battle toward the end. 
Written and directed by Ephron’s son 
Jacob Bernstein, the film sheds light  

on the many chapters of her colorful life. 

facts & stats

HER FINAL ACT

YEARS OLD 
 The age Nora was “ripped” from 
 New York City to Beverly Hills 
by her parents, Hollywood 
screenwriters whose film credits 
included Daddy Long Legs, 
Carousel and The Jackpot.

GRADE 
When Nora fired freshman 

Barry Diller from the 
Beverly High newspaper. 

Diller recalls: “I hadn’t been 
fired before!”

GRADUATES 
in her high school class;  

she was the valedictorian.

THE YEAR 
she graduated from Wellesley 
College, moved to Manhattan and 
started at Newsweek as a mail girl. 

BOOKS 
penned, as well as three plays and 
14 films (When Harry Met Sally, 
Sleepless in Seattle, etc.), seven of 
which she also directed.

DEFINING MANTRA 
her mother repeated to Nora and her sis-
ters (Delia, Amy and Hallie) as they grew 
up: “Everything is copy.” It’s also the 
title of the first film by Nora’s son Jacob.

DIVORCES 
The second, from Carl Bernstein, 
inspired Heartburn, her first novel 

and second screenplay. Mike 
Nichols, who directed the film 
adaptation, was a signatory of 

their divorce. 

5
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1
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309
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the cult of

ISSEY MIYAKE

proenz a
schouler

Boss

j.w. anderson

FORWARD FLIP
To celebrate the 85th anniversary of its Reverso 
watch style, Jaeger-LeCoultre introduces the new 
Reverso One collection, a range of models that  
revive the slender shape of the 1930s originals with 
more delicate details. Arabic numerals, a sunburst 
guilloché dial and dauphine-type hands update the 
classic timepiece. The famous swivel case remains 
delightfully unchanged. jaeger-lecoultre.com.  

—Isaiah Freeman-Schub

88

SINGULAR VISION  Clockwise from top  
left: An exhibition of Issey Miyake’s work at  
the Fondation Cartier, in 1999; Rhythm  
Pleats from the Issey Miyake spring/summer 
1990 collection; the runway finale of his spring/
summer 1999 women’s collection.  
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what’s news

On the spring runways, hair, quite literally, kept a low 
profile. These subdued styles—from left, strict, 
Cuban-inspired braids at Proenza Schouler; classic 
chignons nestled at the nape of the neck at Zac Posen; 
pendulous, twisted pigtails at Marni; and loose, 
languid ponys at Dior—are low in both maintenance 
and placement. —Fiorella Valdesolo

SWEET AND LOW

Parisian leather accessories designer Yasu Michino 
makes the art of multitasking look easy. The 33-year-old 
Tokyo native consults for three fashion houses—Nina 
Ricci, Lanvin and Repetto—while also running his own 
eponymous label. “Working with the most talented artistic 
directors, like Riccardo Tisci and Stefano Pilati, sharpened 
my definition of luxury and taught me to push boundaries,” 
says Michino, who finds creative freedom in handbag 
design. His line of graphic bags made with water snake, 
calfskin and goatskin often links with an aspirational 
location. “It’s about creating fantasy in a refined way,” he 
says. For his spring 2016 collection, Michino reinterpreted 
Miami’s tropical hues and mix of architectural styles. 
“Designing allows me to make meaningful discoveries and 
share that with people,” says Michino. “My bags have to 
make people dream.”  —L.S.

the inspiration 

TROPIC THUNDER

A number of emerging artists are winning notice for  
their bold, uncompromising works. Here are four whose spring 

shows deserve close attention from collectors.  

art talk

BRUSH WITH FAME

• SANYA KANTAROVSKY
The Russian-born émigré, who 
moved to the United States at age 
10, has made a name for himself with 
elegantly stylized and emotional 
paintings and videos that borrow 
imagery from fairy tales and Soviet 
propaganda. The Brooklyn-based 
Kantarovsky, 34, has an anticipated 
show at Tanya Leighton in Berlin 
opening in March.

• ROSE WYLIE
After years of working in relative 
obscurity—and pausing to focus on 
raising her family—the 81-year-old 
English painter has become an 
unexpected darling of the art world, 
with successful shows at Tate Britain 
and Jerwood Gallery in Hastings.  
In 2014, she was named a member  
of the Royal Academy of Arts. Her 
show at Chapter in Cardiff, Wales,  
is up through May.

MATT CONNORS •
New York–based Connors,  

43, has become known for luminous, 
color-block paintings, such as those 
included in his critically acclaimed 

shows in recent years at MoMA PS1 in 
 Queens and Los Angeles gallery 
Cherry and Martin. He has also 

extended his practice into sculpture 
and installations. This March his  

new work will go on view at Brussels 
gallery Xavier Hufkens.

ALEX DA CORTE •
Known for his ambitious multimedia 

installations, Da Corte (a Yale M.F.A. 
graduate) has shown at Philadelphia’s 

Institute of Contemporary Art, New 
York’s Museum of Modern Art and L.A.’s 

Hammer Museum. Recently, the Prada 
Foundation acquired his work, and in 

March, Mass MoCA will mount his first 
retrospective, including an immersive new 
piece based on an Arthur Rimbaud poem. 

©2015 KOHLER CO.US.KOHLER.COM

NEVERTOORADIANT
BASK IN THE MAJESTY 
OF THE ARTIST EDITIONS 
DERRING™ SINK COLLECTION.
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what’s news

on displ ay

SCREEN TIME

T
HIRTY-ONE-YEAR-OLD chef and author 
Olia Hercules studied Italian at univer-
sity, graduated from Leiths, a culinary 
school whose teachings lean French, 

and worked in the kitchen of Yotam Ottolenghi 
from 2010 to 2011, where recipes carry an Israeli 
pedigree. The Ukrainian food she grew up with, 
however, didn’t seem like something to pursue 
professionally. “Living in the shadows of the 
Soviet Union,” says Hercules, who is now based 
in London, “gave people a complex that our food 
wasn’t worthy.” 

As military conflict crept toward her home 
region, in 2014, Hercules suddenly felt pos-
sessed to gather and publish the recipes of her 
youth. So she returned home to work with her 
mother and aunt on what became Mamushka, 
a richly layered and highly personal volume 
about local cookery (plump, pork belly–stuffed 
dumplings called manty, among other delica-
cies) and culture (the superiority of the local 
borscht) that was published last year. 

With Mamushka, Hercules has become a com-
manding voice not only for Ukrainian cooking 
but also for the culinary traditions of the nearby 
countries, such as Georgia and Azerbaijan, that 
played a role in her childhood. 

Recently, Hercules spent 25 days on the road 
retracing a family vacation, taken 29 years 
ago, that began in her hometown, Kakhovka, in 
southern Ukraine, and terminated at an aunt’s 
apartment in Baku over 1,000 miles away. This 
incarnation of the trip, however, had a far stron-
ger emphasis on eating—and drinking. 

“In Georgia,” says Hercules, “where the natu-
ral wines are so fantastic, we took marshrutki, 
these cheap, chauffeured vans, instead of driv-
ing ourselves.” In Tbilisi, Hercules discovered 
supra, the Georgian feast where friends and 
strangers share toasts and stories among 
plates of khinkali (more dumplings), khachapuri 
(cheese bread) and other offerings at one long 
table, where seemingly endless bottles of wine 
and chacha (the local grappa) are consumed. 

This month, Hercules will bring the concept 
of the Georgian supra home to London. It’ll start 
in pop-up form in Marylebone (February 23–27) 
and later this year in Shoreditch, but ultimately 
she hopes to be able to present her point of view 
more permanently, in the form of a restaurant. 

“If I can get Londoners to share their food,” 
she says, “maybe I can get them to share their 
feelings as well. We’ll just need the right 
amount of wine.” —Howie Kahn

The assumption that digital art exists only on  
a computer screen is challenged this month when  
a 20,000-square-foot immersive installation by 
Japanese art collective teamLab goes up in the 
heart of the tech world—Silicon Valley’s Menlo Park. 
Hosted by Pace Art + Technology, a new initiative 
of the venerable New York–based gallery, it presents 
20 digital works in a site-specific structure on the 
grounds of the former Tesla showroom. Visitors,  
who must purchase tickets for access (no works are  
for sale), can interact with teamLab creations such  
as constellations of starry florals, aquatic waterscapes 
and luminous hopscotch games. “They are carrying 
the line of demarcation of what is art further out,” 
says Pace president Marc Glimcher. “Technology just 
happens to be the medium.” —Elisa Lipsky-Karasz

Food net woRK

HERCULEAN FEAT
Raised in southern Ukraine, London-based Olia Hercules is more than a multidisciplinary chef  

and author. She is a worldly food evangelist, spreading cuisine from roads less traveled.

DIGITAL LOVE 
Japanese art collective 

teamLab brings interactive 
works including Flowers and 
People, Cannot be Controlled 

but Live Together—A  
Whole Year (2015) to Menlo 

Park, California, this month. 

EXCLUSIVE SALES AND MARKETING AGENT: ZECKENDORF MARKETING, LLC

THE COMPLETE OFFERING TERMS ARE IN AN OFFERING PLAN AVAILABLE FROM 
SPONSOR. FILE NO. CD08-0279. SPONSOR: G-Z/10 UNP REALTY, LLC, 445 PARK 
AVENUE, 19TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10022. EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
ONSITE MODEL RESIDENCES 
50UNP.COM  888 421 7410

ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE DUPLEX PENTHOUSE
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Jewelry design has never been more experimental, and these new 
designers are on the cutting edge—challenging the ways in which 
the industry approaches accoutrements and creating pieces that are 
wearable art. Here, three women on the rise share their sources  
of inspiration and must-have products. —Tara Lamont-Djite

For Los Angeles–based designer  
Sophie Buhai, who began her career as  

a founder and designer of the now-
shuttered fashion label Vena Cava, the 

past directly inspires the future. 
Launched in spring 2015, Buhai’s epony-

mous sterling silver–exclusive jewelry  
line is heavily influenced by Scandinavian  

and Mexican silver, particularly  
the vintage pieces her mother and 

grandmother wore. A residency at Villa 
Lena in Tuscany, where she dabbled in 

jewelry making, prompted Buhai’s entrée 
into accessories. Her designs have  

a modern and geometric twist, often 
representing fluid shapes found in nature, 
and possess the same relaxed ease as Elsa 

Peretti–designed gems from the 1970s. 
Buhai, 34, also has an interest in  

interiors—she worked with New York–
based designer Maryam Nassir Zadeh and 
gallerist Hannah Hoffman on their homes. 

“When you’re a designer you can easily 
move between disciplines,” she says.  

Her most recent collaboration is with 
fashion brand Lemaire on a line of jewelry 

for its spring 2016 collection. >

7. What was the last home that inspired you? 
I love the interiors of Axel Vervoordt and Eileen Gray (above).

8. What are some of your favorite things to do in L.A.? 
Dinner at Musso & Frank (above, right); the Huntington gardens; 
martinis at Canter’s; the PCC flea market; and the Korean baths.

9. Do you have any pets? 
No, but I’d love to get a fawn-colored pug.

1. What music do you 
listen to while you work? 
I need soothing sounds 
with few words. Lately  
I’ve been listening to  
a lot of Chet Baker and 
Chopin (right).

2. What are your favorite 
beauty products? 
I love Aesop. I use all of 
their products because 
they make me smell like a 
fancy hippie. Their 
Damascan Rose Facial 
Treatment is my favorite. 

3. Who is your favorite 
artist? 
Currently I’m into sculptors 
Hannah Wilke and Barbara 
Hepworth (below).

4. Best travel spots? 
A road trip through the American 
Southwest, Oaxaca City (below), Crete  
or Paris, of course.

5. Who are some of your favorite fash-
ion designers? 
I like Lemaire and The Row (below), but my 
favorite designers are from the past, such 
as Geoffrey Beene.

6. Do you have a signature piece of 
jewelry? 
My Egg Pendant. I love the shape’s symbol-
ism and its strong connection to femininity.

SOPHIE BUHAI
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When it comes to jewelry, Parisian 
designer Annelise Michelson is focused 

more on shapes and volume than rare 
gems or diamonds and aims to create 

collections influenced by unusual  
objects. As a student at Paris’s École de  

la Chambre Syndicale de Couture 
Parisienne, Michelson, 31, studied 

fashion design and went on to work at 
houses such as Hermès and Vanessa 

Bruno. A few years in, however, when a 
friend asked her to create a jewelry 

collection for a Carine Roitfeld–styled 
Vogue Paris shoot, she discovered a niche 

in the market for beautifully designed 
costume jewelry and launched her own 

label. Michelson approaches her cre-
ations as accessories rather than delicate 

jewels. She takes inspiration from art, 
sculpture, architecture and the minutiae 

of nature and everyday objects. The 
result is a fusion of organic yet brutalist 

shapes that play with the idea of what 
jewelry should be but remain innately 

feminine. “I have pieces that are a mix of 
two different schools,” Michelson says.  
“I like this clash. It’s really the idea of 

moving from one mood to another.” >

9. Who are your style icons? 
All strong women, like Grace Jones (left) and FKA Twigs.

10. Do you have a signature piece of jewelry? 
My Carnivore Ear Cuff. This is the piece that really launched my 
brand. I think the ear cuff symbolizes the future, like a futuristic 
Amazonian earring. 

11. What are some of your favorite spots in Paris? 
Palais-Royal and its gardens; Le Nemours for an aperitif; La 
Coquille for a late drink; Marché des Enfants Rouges for the 
best Japanese; Centre Pompidou; or a long walk along the Seine 
(left)—it’s totally cliché, but it’s pure beauty. 

5. Do you have a favorite 
furniture designer?  
Mies van der Rohe (below) 
and Nendo.

6. What are your favorite 
beauty products? 
Retrouvé creams—miracu-
lous products. 

7. Where do you shop  
for jewelry in Paris? 
I never buy any, but if 
I did I would go to Colette 
and White Bird (below).

8. Who are some of  
your favorite fashion 
designers? 
Proenza Schouler, Anthony 
Vaccarello (below), Nicolas 
Ghesquière, Pierre Hardy, 
Mugler and Courrèges.

1. Favorite restaurant in Paris? 
Clown Bar for the fresh and surprising 
tapas—they change each week.

2. What is your favorite indulgence? 
A Bloody Mary.

3. Who are your favorite sculptors? 
Richard Serra, Naum Gabo (right),  
Antoine Pevsner, César and Brancusi.

4. Best travel spot? 
Cape Town, where my mother is from.  
I have many childhood memories from there.

ANNELISE 
MICHELSON 5
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CHARLOTTE 
CHESNAIS

9. Do you have a favorite furniture designer? 
Pierre Paulin. 

10. What jewelry designers inspire you? 
Belperron (on model), Elsa Peretti and Georg Jensen.

11. Favorite hotel? 
Villa Làrio, on Lake Como, Italy.

12. Do you have a signature piece of jewelry? 
My Three Lovers Rings and my Spinal Bracelet (left).

1. What are your go-to 
beauty products? 
Tata Harper Moisturizing 
Mask for the skin (below) 
and Christophe Robin’s 
Cleansing Mask for the hair.

2. Who is your favorite 
florist? 
The best place in Paris  
is Debeaulieu.

3. Your style icon? 
Catherine Deneuve.

4. What music do you 
listen to while you work? 
David Bowie, Bryan Ferry, 
Serge Gainsbourg, George 
Michael, Amy Winehouse…. 

5. Best travel spots? 
Any kind of island: 
Formentera, Île d’Yeu 
(below) and Japan. 

6. Where is the best place to go out for 
a meal in Paris? 
Aux Prés (below) and Caviar Kaspia—but 
not during fashion week.

7. Who are some of your favorite  
fashion designers? 
Julien Dossena at Paco Rabanne, Phoebe 
Philo (below) at Céline and Prada. 

8. Where do you go to find inspiration? 
Inspiration is everywhere—in books, 
museums, flea markets, the streets of Paris 
and Chelsea art galleries in NYC (below). 

Balenciaga alum Charlotte Chesnais,  
31, got her start in jewelry design when  

Nicolas Ghesquière requested she diverge  
from her ready-to-wear duties at the  

French maison to create a collection of  
jewels for the 2009 fall/winter show.  

Afterward, she went on to lead the first 
 Balenciaga jewelry line during 

 Ghesquière’s celebrated tenure at the 
house (including the design of the 

now-iconic gold knuckle-ring set) before 
leaving to work with Maiyet, Kenzo 

and Paco Rabanne. In 2015, Chesnais 
launched her own namesake line in Paris, 

where her bondage-esque bracelet  
and celestial-inspired hoop earrings 

have become favorites among the fashion 
set. Influenced by the sculptural work 
of Constantin Brancusi and Alexander 

Calder, Chesnais’s designs are based pri-
marily on movement and organic shapes. 
In fact, the designer never studied tradi-

tional jewelry making and often forgoes a 
 preliminary sketch, preferring to create 

clay molds to best envision the movement 
her pieces will have on the body.  

“Even when I was small, I wanted things 
to be beautiful to my eye,” she says.  

“It’s not about fashion, it’s about every-
thing around me.” •
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Prototype shown with options. Production model may vary. ©2015 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

toyota.com/prius

WHAT’S NEXT
With modern, striking lines, standard Bi-LED headlights and an 
uncompromising sense of style, the 2016 Prius has an edge at  
every angle. Sleek is what’s next.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ARNO FRUGIER 
STYLING BY KAREN KAISER

Riff on spring’s refined yet rebellious spirit  
with lots of leather, bold lines and cheeky cutouts.

ALL THAT JAZZ

MARKET REPORT.fashion & design forecast march 2016
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CAFE SOCIETY  
This season, graphic prints and silhouettes pick up  

where earlier eras left off. From left: Coach vest and skirt, 
Rosetta Getty shirt and Loewe shoes. Missoni dress, 

Prada jacket, Marni earrings and Loewe shoes. Tod’s 
jacket, Ellery pants, Hermès earrings and Loewe shoes. 
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HIDE-AND-SEEK  
Look to deconstructed pieces for a modern way to wear 

leather. From left: 3.1 Phillip Lim top and Brunello Cucinelli 
pants. Bottega Veneta dress, Charlotte Chesnais bracelet 

and Robert Clergerie shoes. Calvin Klein Collection  
top and skirt. Longchamp coat, Etro bodysuit and Narciso 

Rodriguez pants. Joseph top, Chanel pants and Eytys shoes. 
Rosetta Getty top, Chanel skirt and The Row shoes. 
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HIGH CONTRAST 
Intriguing details and new shapes make the simple into  
the sublime. From left: Edun crop top and skirt and  
Céline earrings and shoes. Kenzo coat, Edun top, Ellery 
pants, Sophie Buhai earrings and Loewe shoes. 
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LONG STORY  
Floor-skimming hemlines have a newly relevant nonchalance 

when paired with skater-style sneakers. From left: Brunello 
Cucinelli sweater and skirt, Charlotte Chesnais earrings 

and Pierre Hardy shoes. Burberry sweater and dress, Sophie 
Buhai earrings and Valentino Garavani shoes. Theory top, 

Bally pants, Calvin Klein Collection shoes, Charlotte Chesnais 
ring and Hermès earrings. 

CALL IT A NIGHT 
These oversize details transport eveningwear into the  
21st century. From left: Chanel jacket and pants.  
Proenza Schouler dress and Ellery pants. Fendi dress  
and Pierre Hardy shoes. 
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ONLY NATURAL  
Stand out while blending in with these unassuming looks. 
From left: Loewe jumpsuit, Sophie Buhai brooch and Acne 
Studios shoes. Boss dress, Vans shoes and Repossi ring. 
Hermès jumpsuit, Charlotte Chesnais bracelet and Maison 
Margiela Fine Jewellery ring. Carolina Herrera dress,  
Maison Margiela Fine Jewellery bracelet and Vans shoes. 
Fendi dress and Calvin Klein Collection sneakers. Hermès 
coat, Charlotte Chesnais ring and Victoria Beckham shoes. 
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HOLE  TRUTH 
Let some air into traditional styles with this new take  

on lace. From left: Edun top, Tod’s skirt and Calvin Klein 
Collection shoes. Versace dress, Joseph pants, Sophie 

Buhai earrings and Calvin Klein Collection shoes. Akris 
top and skirt, Repossi rings and Eytys shoes. 

 abchome.com      abc carpet & home

I N S P I R E  T H E  F U T U R E
E X P E R I E N C E  T H E  S A M O K E  C O L L E C T I O N





Percy sofa, $1499; Aria cocktail table, $909; Avani rug, $899.
Chelsea  236 West 18th Street, New York City

Soho  105 Wooster Street, New York City
roomandboard.com

AMERICAN-MADE  
CLASSIC CONTEM PORARY  

HOME FURNISHINGS

market report
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DOT.COM  
Punk and preppy can coexist in perfect harmony. From left: Miu Miu dress and Belstaff boots. DKNY coat, Jil Sander top, Kiton pants and Loewe shoes. Giorgio Armani 
sweater and pants, Miu Miu charm (worn as necklace) and Hermès shoes. Dolce & Gabbana vest, jacket and pants and Loewe shoes. Max Mara coat, Oscar de la Renta  
tank top and skirt and Céline shoes. Louis Vuitton dress, vest and shoes. Models, Hye Seung at Elite New York, Caroline Reagan at Next Model Management, Lauren De Graaf  
at the Society Management, Olivia Jansing at Next Model Management, Charlotte Lindvig at Ford Models, Lameka Fox at IMG; hair, Peter Gray; makeup, Maki Ryoke; 
manicure, Dawn Sterling; set design, Todd Wiggins. For details see Sources, page 182.
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WSJ fêted Chopard’s newly-opened 
boutique in the River Oaks District. The 
philanthropic evening was co-hosted 
by Carolyn Faulk, Founder of the Faulk 
Foundation, and Ralph Simons, CEO of 
Chopard North America.
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pelotoncycle.com

THE INDOOR CYCLING 
E XPE RIENCE THAT 

HAPPENS IN YOUR HOME.

Ride live with some of the best instructors in the country. 
Ride flexible with thousands of on-demand rides.

Ride connected alongside riders from all around the world.
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P
ERCHED ON A white-leather director’s chair, 
Cassandra Huysentruyt Grey, 38, is hav-
ing her makeup done. With a pointillist’s 
precision, a makeup artist applies a dollop 

of peach lipstick. Grey isn’t on a film set, though 
that’s a familiar venue given that her husband, Brad 
Grey, is CEO of Paramount Pictures. She’s in the L.A. 
store of Violet Grey, the luxury beauty company she 
founded in 2013. 

The lipstick, along with every tube of SPF, bottle 
of nail polish and jar of concealer sold in the store 
and on the company’s website, has been selected by a 
corps of Hollywood makeup artists, hairstylists and 
skin-care specialists tapped by the Violet Grey staff. 
With prodigious Instagram followings and entre-
preneurial aspirations of their own, these beauty 

experts constitute a new breed of celebrity. “Because 
they are influential on purchase decisions,” Grey 
says, “they’re incredibly powerful and bankable.”

Grey began honing her business chops at a young 
age. In her teens, she worked at a children’s-clothing 
store in San Francisco, rising to the position of 
manager. She moved to Manhattan while work-
ing as a marketing consultant for the likes of Ian 
Schrager and LVMH. Grey had no plans to leave the 
city. Ever. But her obsession with Larry David’s Curb 
Your Enthusiasm spurred an L.A. friend, David’s for-
mer agent, to invite them both to a dinner party at 
his house. Brad Grey happened to be there as well. 
Geography almost prevented her from dating Grey. 
“When I thought of Hollywood before, it was sort of 
a bad word,” she says. “I didn’t think it was beautiful 

or glamorous.” But eventually, as their relationship 
progressed, she fell for L.A. as well. She moved West 
in 2009, and they have an infant son, Jules, who was 
born last fall.

Grey began steeping herself in Hollywood history 
and has built a business around what she calls “lost 
glamour.” The Melrose Place store, filled with vin-
tage Hollywood images, and an online magazine on 
the Violet Grey website called the Violet Files, for 
which the company has produced photo shoots with 
A-list actresses, were created to cultivate this aes-
thetic and stoke online sales. Readers can purchase 
the products used in the photos on Violetgrey.com, 
and some of the shots make it onto the walls of the 
Melrose Place room surrounding Grey’s makeup ses-
sion—new faces joining the old Hollywood lineup. >

BY CLAIRE MARTIN   PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL FRIBERG

Violet Grey’s founder harnesses old-Hollywood glamour to revamp the beauty business.

tracked

CASSANDRA GREY

RISE AND SHINE  
Cassandra Huysentruyt 
Grey, founder of the 
luxury beauty company 
Violet Grey, talks with 
one of her partners 
about a new product line 
they’re developing. 
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12
books 

on a reading list for new Violet Grey employ-
ees, including Marlene Dietrich’s ABC.

2
times

Grey has driven her car on the  
freeway since moving to Los Angeles from 

Manhattan in 2009. 

1,700
square feet 

Size of the Chateau Marmont bungalow 
where Violet Grey was first headquartered. 

3
weeks of maternity leave 

after the birth of her son. •

500
square feet 

Size of the West Village apartment Grey 
lived in before she moved to Los Angeles. 

6
phone calls 

a day, on average, to her husband. 

1,037
Utowa eyelash curlers

sold by Violet Grey, the only U.S. purveyor  
of this popular tool.

1
tattoo, 

on her left wrist, of her husband’s  
initials, B.G.

700 
beauty products

that Violet Grey is currently evaluating to 
possibly carry in the future. 

3:45 p.m.
A walking meeting near the Violet  
Grey boutique on Melrose Place with 
company president, Maureen Case. 

5:30 p.m.
Trying out a skin serum recently 
approved by Violet Grey’s panel of 
beauty experts.  

1:00 p.m.
Touring KIPP Raíces 

Academy, an East 
L.A. charter school. 

Grey serves on  
the board of trustees.

11:30 a.m.
Visiting the site of the Greys’ new home, 
designed by architect Howard Backen on 
Frank Sinatra’s former property in L.A.

2:15 p.m.
Lunch break at Joe’s 

Pizza in West Hollywood, 
a favorite of Grey’s.

7:30 p.m.
Attending a 
party for women 
in tech, media and 
fashion at the West 
Hollywood home 
of Susan Feldman, 
co-founder of 
home-décor site 
One Kings Lane.  

5:00 p.m.
Discussing new products with members of 

the Violet Grey team at the company’s West 
Hollywood corporate headquarters. 
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C
AN A STORE have charisma? Can mere 
square footage hum and sing? The Chelsea 
Barneys—the “old Barneys,” as old-timers 
call it, which reigned on the corner of 

Seventh Avenue and 17th Street for three quarters 
of a century—took an unprepossessing address and 
turned it into a temple of fashion so stylish it com-
pels our backward gaze even now. Beloved in the 
memories of shoppers and employees, it has a his-
tory, odd and curious, that’s as unexpected and full 

of surprises as the history of the city itself. Now 
Barneys is returning to its ancestral home, slated to 
reopen in the same downtown location in February.

The original Barneys shuttered in 1997, its end 
mired in drama—a woeful tale of financial losses, 
bankruptcy and the eventual sale of the Pressman 
family’s interest in the business after 75 years and 
three generations (the family lost its remaining stake 
in 1999; Perry Capital is now the majority owner). 
It was a sad finale to a saga that began when Barney 

Pressman financed his retail dream by pawning a $500 
engagement ring at the height of the Roaring ’20s.

Asked what made the old Barneys so special, 
Simon Doonan declares, “It was just the most 
intriguing place—a groovy place where ideas could 
develop.” Doonan, currently Barneys’ creative 
ambassador-at-large, was responsible for the witty, 
avant-garde window displays that defined the store’s 
outré aesthetic during its heyday in the ’80s and ’90s. 
“It wasn’t way up on 57th Street. We could write our 
own rules, have our own idiosyncratic identity.”

So how did it happen that a retail space saddled 
with an unglamorous name became a sine qua non of 
fashionable eyes? It certainly wasn’t the site, which 
Doonan describes as looking “gritty and urban—like 
a black-and-white Weegee photograph.” But there 
was something in the air in the ’80s. The downtown 
art and music community was, Doonan recalls, “a 
small, vibrant universe.” It was still possible to pick 
up the phone (landlines, no mobiles, no Internet!) 
and ring up Stephen Sprouse or Keith Haring or 
Robert Mapplethorpe and ask them to design a win-
dow or decorate a jacket. (Alas, the window that 
Mapplethorpe created at Doonan’s behest was never 
installed.) Back then, you could convince Jean-
Michel Basquiat to paint a denim jacket for one of 
the first big AIDS benefits; you could stage a fashion 
show on the Andrée Putman–designed staircase that 
dominated the main floor and people it with down-
town luminaries like Nell Campbell, Dianne Brill and 
Edwige. (The new store features a circular staircase 
as well, in homage to its predecessor.) 

If there’s a single individual responsible for all 
this grooviness it’s Gene Pressman, grandson of the 
actual Barney, who opened the flagship in 1923. In 
the beginning, “it was a men’s discount store, with 
a huge selection and a diversity of price and sizes, a 
place where you would buy your confirmation suit, 
your bar mitzvah suit,” Pressman says. “By the 
1950s, my father, Fred, had expanded it—we grew 
into the single largest men’s clothier in the country.” 
The Pressmans kept buying up adjoining real estate. 
“In the late ’60s, my father purchased the corner 
building and opened the International House, which 
introduced European fashion to American men.”

But Fred Pressman was not content to preside over 
a cut-rate, mark-down empire, no matter how vast. 
He was open-minded, curious about high fashion, at 
home with the shock of the new. The writer and edi-
tor Glenn O’Brien, director of advertising at Barneys 
for 10 years, recalls Fred looking at a wacky Gaultier 
coat and musing, “If I were 20 years younger and 
three inches taller, I’d wear this.” O’Brien says that 
when he and his team were working on ad campaigns, 
“we’d come up with these crazy ideas, and Fred would 
get it before Gene did. Fred was a real hipster.”

Gene remembers being in the library of his family 
home one afternoon in 1974. “I’m watching the Knicks 
in the playoffs, my dad is sitting in a ripped-up Eames 
chair with L’Uomo Vogues next to him stacked up to 
the ceiling—nobody read it in those days.” His father 
opened to a page in the magazine, turned to Gene 
and asked, “What do you think of this guy? Maybe we 
should go to Europe and sign him?” The guy was 

BY LYNN YAEGER   ILLUSTRATION BY SHOUT

This month the retailer reopens its original location, reviving  
a flagship that served as a creative hub for Manhattan luminaries 

while launching a generation of European fashion designers. 

WELCOME BACK, BARNEYS
rel aunch

>

The Kara Mann Collection

Finally, a conversation piece that can withstand more than words.

Crafted from natural walnut, enduring fabrics and saddle leather, our furniture 
collection is made to do more than turn heads. It’s a statement that stands  
up to the spontaneous moments – and the test of time. This is the way  
designer furnishings should be. This is Milling Road®. 

MillingRoad.com
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the e xchange

Giorgio Armani. “We were responsible for Armani’s 
business in America,” Gene says. “That really changed 
the way Barneys was viewed.” Armani himself recalls 
the Pressmans with great admiration, noting that his 
“relationship with Gene and Fred was very different. 
Fred was the true American businessman, while Gene, 
coming from the new generation, had a very watch-
ful eye that wanted to change men’s style of dressing, 
keeping it more in line with the time.” 

The French interior designer Andrée Putman—
who, with Peter Marino and others, designed the 
women’s store, which opened in 1986—brought Gene 
to Paris to see the fashion designer Azzedine Alaïa. 
At the time, Alaïa was working out of an atelier in 
a grubby tenement in the Marais. “It was a totally 
uncool neighborhood back then,” Gene Pressman 
remembers. “I saw incredibly chic women being 
pinned by this little guy. He had made long leather 
women’s gloves, a chic, S&M thing. I told him I’d buy 
every pair.” Putman also introduced Pressman to 
labels like Yohji Yamamoto, Prada and Helmut Lang. 
Gene was an avid pupil: “We had the hunger, the eye 
to go and find things.”

Pressman hired Doonan, who caught his attention 
with adventurous, surrealist windows for Maxfield 

in L.A., and the French art director Fabien Baron. 
“Our first ad campaign introduced Rachel Williams, 
Christy, Naomi and Linda, all shot by Steven Meisel at 
the beginning of their careers,” O’Brien says. The ads 
were so quirky, so seductive, that other companies 
hired the team. Pressman remembers campaigns for 
Ian Schrager’s hotels and Prada. “All this was build-
ing momentum, which I loved,” he says. “We were 
kind of on fire. Everything was so new.”

Dries Van Noten, one of the store’s discoveries, says 
he is grateful to Barneys, his first major customer. “I 
had gone to London with other Belgian designers to 
show my collection at a trade show, and they stuck us 
behind the British wedding dresses,” he says, describ-
ing how it all began. “We were afraid no one would see 
us, so we put up papers in the stairs and elevators that 
said, ‘Come see the six Belgian designers!’ And Bonnie 
Pressman [then Gene’s wife] came.” Van Noten was 
stunned by this good fortune. “I traveled a few times a 
year to New York. At the time, I had only a men’s collec-
tion, because I could only find a men’s manufacturer 
to work with. Bonnie loved it so much she bought the 
jackets, and she also asked me to make a long skirt and 
a short skirt. It was pre-computer, pre-fax. We sent out 
postcards that said, ‘Dries Van Noten—Available at 

Barneys!’ That’s how the whole thing started, in 1986.”
Even if “no one else was doing what we were 

doing,” as Pressman claims proudly, there was no lack 
of naysayers. “Nobody uptown took us seriously. They 
said, ‘No one goes to Chelsea.’ ” But they were wrong. 
The cast of Saturday Night Live came down, along with 
Debbie Harry, Andy Warhol, Diane Keaton and Warren 
Beatty and, according to designer Manolo Blahnik, 
on one magnificent occasion, even Cher: “I almost 
fainted! I was young too.” 

Julie Gilhart, a divisional manager who oversaw 
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ART AND COMMERCE  
Clockwise from above: Andrée 

Putman and Gene Pressman 
outside the downtown store, 

1986; Keith Haring at St. 
Vincent’s Hospital AIDS Benefit 

Fashion Show, 1986; Madonna 
at the same benefit show.

STAIRWAY TO FASHION  
Clockwise from top: Rendering 

of the new store, from Steven 
Harris Architects; Juergen 

Teller photograph on the cover 
of a recent Barneys catalog; 

the Andrée Putman–designed 
staircase in the original store. 

GLAM SQUAD  
Clockwise from far left: 
The entrance of Barneys 
downtown, 1989; Iman  
and David Bowie at an in-
store party, 1991; Christian 
Louboutin and Paquita 
Paquin, 1991; Kate Moss 
(left), Naomi Campbell  
and Michele Hicks at a 
party for designer Stephen 
Sprouse; Simon Doonan 
configuring a Prince 
mannequin for a holiday 
window display.

womenswear, says that Gene Pressman was tossing 
around a football when he interviewed her for the 
position. He startled her by claiming, “I only hire 
good-looking people.” (“I cared more about people 
having exemplary taste,” counters Pressman.) She 
remembers when fashion designer Martin Margiela, 
who later in his career refused to be interviewed or 
photographed, came to the store and agreed to hold a 
sales clinic. When practically every employee showed 
up, he cut and ran. But he came back, and it was, 
Gilhart says, “the one and only time I ever saw him 
outside the showroom.” She laughs when she recalls 
wearing a favorite Margiela skirt on a visit home to 
Texas; someone asked her if it was made from an air-
conditioner filter.

It’s difficult to convey just how exciting the clothes 
at Barneys downtown were, how unlike anything 
that any American shopper, no matter how dedi-
cated, had seen before. A personal recollection: One 
day in the mid-1980s, when I was working as a clerk 
at the Village Voice, I saw a navy wool smock dress in 
Barneys’ penthouse, with a label in French that read 
Comme des Garçons, though the designer turned 
out to be Japanese. The dress was $365; I made $135 
a week at the Voice. But I knew, just knew, that this 

artist smock–cum–schoolgirl uniform was exactly 
the way I was meant to look, even if I didn’t know it 
before I entered the store. Long story short—I bor-
rowed money from my credit union. (How could 
they know my broken fridge story was a fib?) Three 
decades later, I still have that dress.

In any case, it turns out I am not the only one 
hanging on to ancient Barneys booty. Blahnik says 
that long before Barneys carried his shoes, he used 
to visit with his friends Tina Chow and Perry Ellis 
in search of what he calls “American type of clothes, 
corduroy trousers, Shetlands. Everything was qual-
ity. I love tradition, quality, nothing too hip.” Blahnik 
remembers a carpet printed with big pink roses, 
exquisite cabinetry and “Oh, my God—the windows, 
incredible! I still have a roll-neck in cashmere from 
that time—English, sea green—it was so big then, 
and now it kind of fits.”

If the place was, as Blahnik notes, “not like any 
store that you’d ever seen before,” maybe this was 
partly because the Barneys staff was encouraged to 
constantly mix and mingle with customers. “We were 
expected to be in the store, on the floor, all the time,” 
Doonan recalls. It was, he says, chuckling, “very Are 
You Being Served?” Gilhart concurs: “Gene believed 

in hanging out in the store. It was as much social as it 
was working.” Pressman describes it as being, “like a 
cool club.” This penchant for floor-walking was appar-
ently a family tradition. “The way my father would 
hold a shoe, like it was his lost love—he would sell it 
every time. The customer would say, ‘Who was that?’  
They were stunned to hear, ‘That was Mr. Pressman.’ ”

Whether the reborn store, with four floors and 
55,000 square feet—which, when it opens, will be 
Barneys’ eighth American flagship—will gener-
ate similar reveries is anybody’s guess. Mark Lee, 
Barneys CEO, says he hopes that “in between shop-
ping for clothes or accessories, our customer can 
visit the Foundation floor for a luxurious treatment, 
or Blind Barber for a haircut, and can end the day at 
Fred’s restaurant for a drink or bite with friends.”

Assuming the new store can recapture the mood 
of the old days, when the staff was so excited about 
the goods on display, it shouldn’t be too difficult to 
sell things. “There was very little we were afraid of,” 
Gilhart says. “When you are willing to dare and it’s 
done with the right intentions, that’s how success 
happens in an extraordinary way.” Or, as Pressman 
puts it: “It was simply a love affair between the mer-
chant and the consumer.” •

“my relationship with 
gene and fred  

was very different. 
fred was the true 

american business- 
man. gene wanted to 

change men’s  
style of dressing.”

—giorgio armani 

“barneys was 
not like any 
store that 
you’d ever 
seen before.”

—manolo blahnik

“it was a  
place where 
ideas could 

develop.  
we could 

write our own 
rules, have 

our own 
idiosyncratic 

identity.”
—simon doonan
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LMOST FROM the day it opened in 2013, 
Bar Palladio—a deluxe canteen in Jaipur, 
India—has attracted a colorful band of reg-
ulars. There’s Ruchi Jain, a fashion stylist in 

her 20s who lives across the street; John Harwood, a 
tattooed British sculptor who directs one of the city’s 
top stone-carving workshops; and Shiva Gujar, a well-
traveled jeweler and local hotel owner who dresses 
exclusively in white kurtas and orders from the pasta 
menu in flawless Italian. Jaipur is the center of India’s 
gem trade as well as a major crafts producer, and its 
sidewalks are usually choked with such artistic high 
achievers. Bar Palladio, with its mirrored salons, stiff 
Negronis and peacocks silently raking the garden 
with their tails, has given them a hangout that sat-
isfies their discerning tastes. Later this month, the 
bar and restaurant will further extend its reach by 
offering Palladio Weekends, three-day excursions for 
a small number of guests who want to experience the 
culture and history of India filtered through the lens 
of one of Rajasthan’s most unusual luxury ventures. 

Bar Palladio is the creation of Barbara Miolini, a 
43-year-old Swiss-Italian who spent 15 years work-
ing for the Hotel Villa Cipriani outside Venice before 
coming to India in 2005. She was on a sabbatical of 
sorts, seeking what she calls “a cultural opposite” 
to her European life; she planned to stay six months, 
maybe a year. At the end of that year, she found her-
self circling back to Rajasthan. “I was fascinated 
by the desert,” Miolini says in her lightly accented 
English. “I knew I wanted to stay.” 

She launched a small textile factory in Jaipur and 
began to meet the polyglot locals and expats, many 
of them French, who had first encountered the city 
through its artisans. Before long she decided that 
what Jaipur really needed wasn’t another textile 
factory (though hers continues to thrive), but one of 
the grand old European cafes she’d grown up with—
a Caffè Florian or Harry’s Bar—transposed to an 
Indian key. And so she opened one.

The success of Bar Palladio owes a lot to Miolini’s 
hotel background but also to the team she assembled. 
Several months before Miolini opened the cafe, when 
she was still short a designer for the project, French 
friends introduced her to Marie-Anne Oudejans, the 
Dutch fashion designer whose colorful, free-spirited 
Tocca label had been a breakout hit in the 1990s. 
Oudejans was living part-time in Jaipur and renting 
an apartment in the Narain Niwas Palace Hotel—as 
it happens, the same noble, slightly raffish building 
whose existing bar and garden Miolini planned to 
convert into her new venue. 

SHAKE IT UP  Bar Palladio, where designer Marie-Anne Oudejans mixed Indian and European decorative traditions, 
such as a carved-stone bar, painted ceilings, a Louis XV–style ottoman and block-printed cotton upholstery. 

BY SARAH MEDFORD   PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEPHEN KENT JOHNSON

Jaipur’s Bar Palladio has become the go-to restaurant and de facto cultural center in the city.  
Now even weekend excursions are included among its European-style offerings.

ITALY MEETS INDIA
worth the trip

wsj. maga zine

The hotel had been built in 1928 as a private resi-
dence and hunting lodge, and it retained a small park 
and swimming pool where parrots and other local 
birds congregated. “Jaipur is a very crowded city,” 
Miolini says. “Narain Niwas is right in the center and 
still a very green area.” She knew the space but never 
thought the hotel would make it available to her. The 
courage to ask for it, she says, came to her in a dream. 
She and Oudejans began to plot their new décor from 
their lounge chairs around the Narain Niwas pool. 
“Marie-Anne had never decorated before, but I was 
sure she was the right person to help me,” Miolini 
recalls. “We are very similar in our aesthetic and the 
places we like”—the Palace of Versailles being high 
on both their lists. 

It took Oudejans eight months to bring to life what 
she describes as “the Italian bar that Barbara wanted 
but with the feeling of the maharajah palaces that 
Euro jet-setters in the ’60s used to come to Rajasthan 
for.” Oudejans pulled the head-swiveling blue wall 
color that has become Bar Palladio’s signature 
from her imagination; the hue is an echo of an 18th-
century reception room in Jaipur’s vast City Palace. 
Other touches—Louis XV–style ottomans block-
printed with subcontinental flowers, tented iron 
beds for sipping cocktails in the garden—capture the 
exuberance and Eurocentric incongruities of Indian 
high style. “I was completely fearless because I was 
really excited about it,” Oudejans says.

She extended the Bar Palladio look into every-
thing from soup plates rimmed in pistachio and gold 
to a quirky cocktail card. “Marie-Anne has been 
amazing in her ability to create not just the décor but 
also the brand,” says Miolini, who in the past year has 
opened two offshoot boutiques named Bar Palladio 
Jaipur Delicatessen, in New Delhi and Mumbai, sell-
ing Italian delicacies and the home wares Oudejans 
has concocted. 

Though the enterprise has all the glamour of 
its Venetian forebears (and a name borrowed from 
Veneto architect Andrea Palladio, a Miolini favor-
ite), it may be closer to London’s Groucho Club in 
the almost familial role it plays in the life of the city. 
Miolini estimates that 80 percent of her patrons are 
Indian-born, and most are under 
the age of 35. She programs a 
continuous stream of events for 
Bar Palladio, including dance 
performances, poetry readings 
and even opera on occasion, 
tapping cross-cultural talent, 
sometimes in collaboration 
with the Swiss Arts Council and 
the Italian Cultural Institute in 
New Delhi.

“It’s actually the one place 
of community in the city,” says Will Mulford, a 
Wisconsin native who came to India in 2010 to study 
Hindi, met Miolini three years ago and has since 
become her director of programming. “Jaipur is 
made up of very creative people. With that comes this 
crazy personality—Bar Palladio is like the Indian 
version of Cheers.”

Imagine Cheers onboard a low-speed rail line 

between Jaipur and Jodhpur and that sums up the 
first Palladio Weekend, which will unfold this month, 
if all goes as planned, against the backdrops of a des-
ert landscape (where a multicourse picnic will be 
laid) and an abandoned palace (where an intimate 
concert will take place). The program will be a con-
flation of Indian and European traditions, designed 
to appeal to Bar Palladio’s worldly followers. 

“The audience for these 
trips didn’t exist a decade ago 
in India,” Mulford says. “Young 
people now have more of an 
income to come and hang out 
with us. They want to seek out 
the idea of Italy, for instance—
or any far-flung idea. They are 
starting to say, ‘I am part of the 
luxury life.’ ” 

For the next weekend pro-
gram, in May, Mulford has 

already planned an excursion to Kashmir, and more 
trips are underway for the fall, including a jungle 
outing that will revolve heavily around dance. At the 
moment, he’s plotting a Bar Palladio tent for the Jaipur 
railway station, its signature blue awning marking 
the departure location for a railway car that will be 
draped in scalloped bunting and packed with cham-
pagne. The destination is almost beside the point. •

“Bar palladio  
is like the 

indian version 
of cheers.”
–will mulford

BLUE VALENTINE  
Clockwise from left: 
Painted and mirrored 
walls in one of Bar 
Palladio’s back rooms; 
local transport that’s 
on the wild side;  
a balconied barroom. 
Though Jaipur is known 
as “the pink city” for 
its sandstone facades, 
Bar Palladio’s signature 
color is blue. 
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F I DON’T HAVE another toy, I’ll go out of my mind,” 
says Christopher Kostow on the drive to the place 
that will soon become his second restaurant. 
On an early December morning in St. Helena, 

California, Kostow has snuck out of a prep session at 
the Restaurant at Meadowood, his three-Michelin-star 
flagship, to survey the site of his new culinary play-
ground before it goes into construction. Over the past 
decade, Kostow has built a reputation for considered, 
luxurious cooking served to a small number of diners. 
Now the 39-year-old chef wants to invite everyone to 
the best dinner party in the Napa Valley. The Charter 
Oak, which he plans to open in June with his longtime 
operations and front-of-house collaborator, Nathaniel 
Dorn, will be a family-style restaurant with a massive 
communal table and glimmering hearth at its center. 

“Casual can sometimes mean that you don’t care,” 
says Kostow. “I prefer to say that this place will be 
elemental.” In the still-developing playbook he and 
Dorn are devising for the project, here’s what elemen-
tal might look like: a lively mass of people gathering 
to eat platters of toasts topped with a conserva of 
summer squash and grilled sardines; potatoes 
bathed in honeycomb olive oil and sea salt, wrapped 
in wet linen and revealed just after hitting the table; 
a rotisserie pork shoulder lightly dressed with a miso 
of acorns; and a bowl of house-cultured yogurt and 
cold tomatoes, laced with a tiny bit of their juices and 
umeboshi (Japanese salt plums). 

The kitchen will eschew heavy sauces, haute-
cuisine techniques like sous vide and elaborate 
garnishes in favor of steam and live-fire cooking. The 
food will be rigorously unadorned. In the spirit of 
stripping things down to their essence, guests will 
pour wine for themselves, and waiters will roll by 
with carts bearing dessert and bourbon at the end of 
the meal. “I want this place to be Martha Stewart’s 
dream,” Kostow says. “From above, every table 
should look like a magazine spread.” 

The space his team has acquired for the venture 
is well-suited to his and Dorn’s aims. For nearly 
three decades, the complex housed Tra Vigne, an 
Italian restaurant that, during its peak in the 1980s, 
represented the epitome of bustling Napa Valley 
dining—the equivalent of Spago in Beverly Hills or 
Gotham Bar and Grill in downtown New York City. 
The main dining room features 18-foot ceilings and 
French doors that lead to a patio dotted with mul-
berry trees. The ivy-covered stone building that 
faces the street from which the new restaurant takes 
its name looks out onto a railroad line dating back to 
the 19th century. Though the structure is undergoing 
a complete renovation, with no nods to the Tuscan 
inflections of the previous tenant, its relaxed, bucolic 
vibe would be difficult to stamp out. 

Kostow is not the first fine-dining chef to want to 
minimize artifice in the restaurant experience, espe-
cially in recent years (he acknowledges Copenhagen’s 
forward-thinking Relae for the idea of building cut-
lery drawers into every table at the new restaurant). 
The goal at the Charter Oak is to present a personal 
interpretation of that ethos, a continuation of the one 
he has developed over his career as a chef.  

Born in the northern suburbs of Chicago, 

BY GABE ULLA   PHOTOGRAPHY BY WILLIAM ABRANOWICZ

Christopher Kostow, the visionary chef behind the Restaurant  
at Meadowood, is opening a second venue that will express the 

local terroir in a less formal way. Just don’t call it casual.

 THE ELEMENTS OF NAPA
culinary upstart

>

ONE VINE DAY  
Kostow on the grounds 
of the Charter Oak, 
his new restaurant in 
St. Helena, California. 
“I want this place to 
be Martha Stewart’s 
dream,” he says.

for the love of home
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This thread—an attunement to the influences 
of the region—is what ties the rarefied territory of 
Meadowood to the informality of his new toy. The for-
mat may be more approachable, but he’s instructed 
the Charter Oak’s chef de cuisine, Katianna Hong, 
who has spent five years working by his side, to make 
it a fluid restaurant that never goes on autopilot. 
“That’s just not the way we cook,” Hong says. “We 
have to approach the new place with the same level of 
care and change the menu frequently.”  

At the same time, it’s an opportunity for Kostow 
to step things up at the Restaurant—to transfer his 

informal inclinations to the new place and 
make the dining experience at Meadowood 
even more specific and refined. To that 
end, he’s turning one of the buildings at 
the new property into an R&D facility. “Do 
you know how many dishes I’ve plated at 
the Restaurant?” he says. “I want to more 
freely exercise both parts of my brain. 

“After eight years in one place, this 
is the escape valve,” Kostow says as he 
leaves the new space to visit with cerami-
cists in the nearby mountains. “I need it to 
make the Restaurant better.” •
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the e xchange culinary upstart

Kostow studied philosophy at Hamilton College. After 
graduating and realizing that he “was much better 
at cooking than philosophy,” he got the opportunity 
to work with chefs such as Trey Foshee in San Diego 
and Daniel Humm, then a relatively unknown Swiss 
expat running the kitchen at Campton Place, in San 
Francisco. Kostow went on to gain autonomy and 
notoriety at the small Silicon Valley restaurant Chez 
TJ, where he eventually earned two Michelin stars. In 
2008, he received an offer to take over the restaurant 
at one of Napa Valley’s finest resorts, Meadowood. 

At the Restaurant at Meadowood, Kostow 

expresses a holistic approach to terroir and din-
ing in a spirit similar to forebears like the French 
titan Michel Bras and contemporaries like René 
Redzepi—a point of view that encompasses the ideas 
of his gardeners, ceramicists, vintners and cooks, as 
well as the wider Napa Valley community. His mentor, 
Humm, who is now the chef-owner of New York City’s 
three-star Eleven Madison Park, regards Kostow as 
“one of the best chefs in the world.” Humm recently 
cooked with his former employee in St. Helena, not-
ing that the food at Meadowood is “thoughtful and 
approachable, a rare combination in fine dining.” 

BY THE BOOK  Cover and inside pages from Kostow’s  
A New Napa Cuisine, published in 2014.

FIELD OF DREAMS  
Kostow’s cuisine  

is rooted in the local 
products, growers 

and wild ingredients 
of Napa Valley.
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Christy Turlington Burns wears a  
plunging neckline with dramatic flair.  

Maison Margiela jumpsuit. 
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BY JULIA REED 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MIKAEL JANSSON  

STYLING BY GEORGE CORTINA 

Supermodel Christy Turlington Burns has put  
her enduring wanderlust in service of women’s health  

issues around the globe—one mother at a time. 

Keeping Up 
With Christy

MISSION CONTROL 
“She’s always been very 

driven,” says Turlington’s 
husband, Ed Burns. 

“Everyone is just amazed by 
 her energy.” Calvin Klein 
Collection coat and dress. 
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BOLD SHOULDER 
“The need is everywhere,” 

Turlington says of her work 
with Every Mother Counts. 

“So you go where there is 
already something brewing  

you can complement.” 
Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci 

dress and slips (worn un-
derneath). Opposite: Calvin 

Klein Collection dress. 



C
HRISTY TURLINGTON BURNS is sitting 
in the downtown Manhattan offices of 
Every Mother Counts, an organization 
she founded in 2010 to end the stag-
gering number of preventable deaths 
related to pregnancy and childbirth. At 

47, she still looks every bit the face of Calvin Klein’s 
Eternity that she was in 1988 when her image launched 
the fragrance. (The most recent round of ads features 
her husband of 12 years, actor-filmmaker Ed Burns, 
rather than the original model, Mark Vanderloo.) Just 
this morning, she posed for photographer Pamela 
Hanson, one of the few pals from her modeling days 
with whom she still keeps up. But the Eternity cam-
paign and today’s quick shoot are the exceptions, 
not the rule. When asked if she misses modeling, she 
doesn’t hesitate: “Not at all. I don’t miss 
anything about it. Except the trips.”

As part of a small group of late ’80s 
and ’90s supermodels whose fame chal-
lenged—and often superseded—that 
of Hollywood stars for the first time, 
Turlington, Naomi Campbell and Linda 
Evangelista were christened “the Trin-
ity” by fashion journalist Michael Gross 
because they were so often booked 
together. Evangelista is famous for hav-
ing quipped that girls of their ilk didn’t 
get out of bed for less than $10,000 (Turl-
ington’s first contract with Maybelline in 
1991 paid $800,000 for 12 days’ work), but 
it was the getting away that kept Turling-
ton interested. She relished the luxury of 
being on location for as long as two weeks 
at a stretch in places as far flung as Lenin-
grad, New Orleans and Nepal.

Her current venture takes her equally 
far afield. Just before Thanksgiving, she 
made one of her annual trips to Haiti, 
where Every Mother Counts supports a 
rural clinic and trains midwives. Last 
spring she led a team of 26 to visit the 
three maternal health-care facilities 
the organization supports in Tanzania, 
a country she first visited in 1991 while 
on a British Vogue shoot with fashion 
photographer Arthur Elgort. “Christy 
was always the best traveler,” says Elgort now. “Her 
father was a pilot and her mother was a stewardess, 
so we used to laugh that she ‘flies well.’ We’d say, ‘No 
wonder she loves it. It’s in her genes.’ ”

Since that first trip, she’s returned to Tanzania 
nine times, climbing Mount Kilimanjaro during one 
visit and reconnecting with a guide who worked on 
the Elgort shoot on another. (He later steered her to 
one of the clinics her organization now supports.) In 
2008 she returned to film No Woman, No Cry, a docu-
mentary about global maternal health challenges 
that became a catalyst for Every Mother Counts.  

Despite her wanderlust, Turlington had a fairly 
sheltered childhood, growing up with two sisters 
in a small town in Northern California. Her mother 
was born in El Salvador before immigrating to the 
States as a child, so there were occasional trips to see 
relatives in Central America. But Turlington’s world 
didn’t really open up until her father moved the family 

to Miami, where he was a Pan Am training captain. 
“There were Haitian refugees and Cuban refu-

gees and drugs washing up on the beaches all the 
time,” she says. “My mind was completely blown. 
My parents didn’t really explain much of it, but you 
could feel it. It felt dark and exciting.” An avid horse-
woman, Turlington was discovered at 14 while riding 
and began her modeling career by picking up local 
jobs in Miami. When her father had a heart attack, 
the family quickly returned to California, where, she 
says, she was relieved to have an outlet in her new-
found fashion work. “I started to earn money and 
have some freedom,” she says. As soon as she turned 
18, she hit the road for New York. “I was like, ‘See ya. 
The world is big; I’ve got places to go.’ ”

In 1994, having appeared on more than 500 

magazine covers, she decided it was time for a com-
pletely different direction and applied to New York 
University, from which she graduated cum laude 
in 1999 with a degree in philosophy and compara-
tive religion. Skin-care and yoga-apparel businesses  
followed (Sundari and Nuala respectively), and in 
2003, she wed Burns in a ceremony in San Francisco. 
When she married, in a cap-sleeved John Galliano 
gown, she was 25 weeks pregnant with the couple’s 
first child, daughter Grace, now 12.

A near-fatal complication suffered during Grace’s 
birth—a postpartum hemorrhage—is what piqued 
her interest in maternal health issues. Turlington 
had already ventured into the world of public health 
advocacy in 1997, when her father died of lung cancer. 

She made a series of public service announcements, 
testified before Congress on the topic and started 
an award-winning website. After her experience 
in childbirth—during which she had access to top-
notch health care—she learned that hemorrhages 
like hers are the leading cause of pregnancy-related 
deaths worldwide and that even in the United States 
the numbers are rising. “When I learned the statis-
tics, I knew I had to do something—these deaths are 
98 percent preventable.”

Her interest grew in 2005, when, as an ambassa-
dor for CARE, she traveled to El Salvador while six 
and a half months pregnant with her son, Finn, now 
10. “That’s when I fully realized that had I delivered 
my daughter in one of the communities I visit I likely 
would have died.” Upon her return, she told her hus-

band how lucky she felt and that she 
might have found her focus. “Christy had 
been doing a lot of different charity work 
and had been looking for something to 
really zero in on,” Burns says. “That trip 
supplied the lightbulb moment. And then 
it was, ‘Hey, I’ve got an idea—what about a 
film?’ ” Turlington says she’d always been 
“obsessed” with documentary, so in 2008, 
she simultaneously picked up the camera 
and enrolled in Columbia University’s 
Mailman School of Public Health.

“It’s been great to watch,” says Burns, 
referring to the evolution of his wife’s 
philanthropy. “She’s always been very 
driven—everyone is just amazed by her 
energy. It’s been fun for me to watch her, 
and it’s been fun for us both to watch 
the kids. They’re old enough now to get 
a sense of how much their mother gives, 
how important it is to give of yourself.”

No Woman, No Cry, which centers 
on the stories of women in Tanzania, 
Florida, Guatemala and Bangladesh, 
debuted in 2010 at the Tribeca Film 
Festival to critical acclaim. Turlington 
says she spent the next two years show-
ing it “pretty much anywhere I had 
an invitation.” It was useful, she says, 
“to put faces to statistics. The statis-
tics themselves are pretty shocking, 

but when people see faces and hear people talking 
in their own language about what it’s like, it gets 
people thinking about the issues in a more personal 
way.” At the time, Every Mother Counts existed only 
as an informational website. By 2012, Turlington 
says, “it just didn’t feel like enough.”

That year, the group registered as a nonprofit and 
started giving grants to midwives in Haiti, which 
she first visited in 2011 after the earthquake. Today, 
Every Mother Counts has a staff of nine and a board 
of five and to date has awarded $2.6 million to grant-
ees from places as far-ranging as Indonesia, Uganda, 
Brooklyn, Florida and Haiti, where a third class of 
midwives has been funded and a brick-and-mortar 
birthing center was recently christened.

When Every Mother Counts began to award fund-
ing, Turlington says, the organization hit on the 
three biggest and “most relatable” barriers facing 
women: transportation (most women in the areas 

maybe I could’ve pursued that kind of career. I didn’t 
even know it was an option.” 

When she’s not wearing running clothes by 
Oiselle (which outfits marathoners for Every Mother 
Counts), she pulls on Frame or Rag & Bone jeans with 
an Alexander Wang tee or the odd Céline sweater, or 
pieces from her other mainstays, Isabel Marant and 
Maria Cornejo. Her minimal jewelry is always the 
same: On her right hand, she sports a Cartier trin-
ity ring also worn by her sisters (“I’m the rose-gold 
band”), and on her left, a stack made up of her wed-
ding band, diamond engagement ring and a tiny love 
knot by the company Finn. Though she notes drily 
that she tends to be away in early May when fashion’s 
biggest blowout, the Met Ball, is held, she does keep 
in touch with a few of its regular attendees. Recently, 

she wrote a recommendation to NYU’s Gallatin School 
for Karlie Kloss, who cites Turlington as a role model. 
And she sees a lot of model Carolyn Murphy, mainly 
because their daughters have ridden at the same sta-
ble in East Hampton, where the Burns family can be 
found most weekends.

Unlike Turlington, whose favorite book of late is 
Gloria Steinem’s My Life on the Road, Ed Burns is a 
homebody. “He’s a New Yorker and he thinks New York 
is the best place, and I love it too,” his wife says, adding 
that she works hard to occasionally push him out the 
door. A few years ago, the whole family went on safari 
in Tanzania. “Ed said, ‘OK, now I’ve done it,’ and I said, 
‘No, no, that was the first trip.’ ” Still, she’s grateful 
that his grounded ways allow her to wander. “If he had 
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WILD AT HEART 
Turlington says she doesn’t miss anything about  

modeling “except the trips.” Alexander McQueen dress. 

EYES ON THE PRIZE  
As of last year, Every Mother Counts, founded by 

Turlington in 2010, had given out $2.6 million in grants.

served live at least three miles from the nearest 
health-care facility), education (of the consumer as 
well as the caregivers) and supplies (ranging from 
cotton and underpants to drugs and solar panels that 
power clinics). They went first to locations where 
they had connections. “The need is everywhere,” she 
says, “so you go where there is already something 
brewing you can complement or there’s someone on 
the ground you can trust.”

One of those partners is Jennie Joseph, a mid-
wife and director of the Birth Place/Commonsense 
Childbirth in Winter Garden, Florida, whom 
Turlington first met when filming No Woman, No 
Cry. “We provide clinical care for women who have 
no medical insurance or funds,” Joseph says. “The 
numbers worsen every year. And we’re spending 
billions on health care. There’s really 
something wrong with that.” Joseph—
and her struggles to get the laws changed 
so that midwives can be compensated by 
insurance companies—became the sub-
ject of a  Change.org  petition sponsored 
by Every Mother Counts as well as one of 
three short films Turlington made that 
premiered on CNN.com in December. 

Filmmaking continues to be a vital 
way for the organization to get the 
word out, and the group is now almost 
entirely funded by money raised through 
marathons. Turlington ran her first in 
2011, when the New York City Marathon 
reached out to Every Mother Counts 
and offered 10 spots in the race. “The 
running efforts have been huge for us,” 
Turlington says, adding that the initial 
New York team of 10 has grown to nearly 
100 (Turlington herself also ran in the 
group’s half-marathon in Tanzania last 
year). “I was never really a runner, but 
I didn’t want to have a team and not be 
part of it,” she says. “And it was kind of on 
my bucket list at one point, so I thought, 
Yeah, I can run for Every Mother Counts.”

T
URLINGTON’S bucket list 
has always extended well 
beyond modeling. She 
describes her experience in college 
and grad school as so “awesome” 
that she wants to go back someday. 

More than 20 years ago, in an interview with David 
Letterman, she said that she might like to write—a 
dream she started fulfilling with the 2002 publica-
tion of her book, Living Yoga: Creating a Life Practice, 
and has continued by writing documentaries. 

Among the friends she’s met through her film 
work are photojournalist Lynsey Addario, who took 
pictures on behalf of Every Mother Counts in India 
(Addario was held captive by Libyan soldiers in 2011; 
Jennifer Lawrence is slated to play her in an upcom-
ing film), and Taryn Simon, a multidisciplinary artist 
who had also worked in Tanzania. “These are the 
people who get me excited,” Turlington says. “I want 
to know, ‘What are you working on? How did you get 
to Tanzania? What about the story when you had your 
passport taken?’ I feel like in some other universe 

to travel for work all the time, I wouldn’t be able to do 
it as much as I do. So it’s a good balance to have some-
one who likes to be the steady Eddie.”

While she hopes her kids inherit her love of being 
on the road, the Burns family has a rich, close-knit 
life at home. Turlington’s sister Kelly is married 
to Ed’s brother, Brian, a writer and producer of the 
television hit Blue Bloods whose recent film Daddy’s 
Home is said to be loosely based on his experiences 
being a stepfather to his wife’s two daughters from 
a previous marriage. (They also have two boys of 
their own.) Turlington says she is so crazy about her 
brother-in-law that before he married her sister, she 
was forever trying to set him up. “I knew I was going 
to need to like whomever he ended up with.” Still, 
both Turlington and Burns were surprised—and a 

little nervous—when their siblings first 
began to date. “If the relationship hadn’t 
worked out, it might have made the holi-
days a little weird,” Burns says, laughing. 
“You can imagine how Christmas would 
have gone down.”

Now the couples, who are neighbors, 
see each other at least three times a 
week, and, says Burns, “It’s been great 
for the kids. We say they are more than 
cousins and less than siblings.” Brian has 
an office in the same building as Every 
Mother Counts. “Two days ago I was in 
the elevator with him,” says Turlington. 
“We took the train home together.” Grace 
attends school just around the corner 
from the building and often pops in to 
do her homework and eavesdrop on some 
of the meetings. “She is dying to intern,” 
says Turlington. 

Though she feels an urgency about the 
mission of Every Mother Counts, for the 
past few years Turlington has also been 
working on a side project that will keep 
her as close to home as her husband. “It’s 
a documentary about 1980s New York 
and the people who introduced me to cul-
ture and art and music and fashion,” she 
says. “Everything was so open in those 
days; there was such cross-pollination.” 
So far, she’s interviewed some 30 people, 

including Paige Powell (Jean-Michel Basquiat’s ex-
girlfriend), PR legend Bobby Zarem, Glenn O’Brien 
and the artists Francesco Clemente and Alex Katz, a 
neighbor and friend who occasionally asks Turlington 
to sit for him. (“It’s like Tuesdays With Morrie every 
time I visit,” she says of Katz. “I learn so much.”)

Burns, who says he interferes with his wife’s work 
only when she asks his opinion, can’t wait for her to 
get back to work on the film. “It’s such a great time 
period to explore,” he says. “The ’80s was when it all 
started to morph from the bankrupt city of the 1970s 
to the city we know today. There was so much going 
on, so many interesting characters, and she’s already 
gotten so many.” 

One of them, Elgort, whom Turlington inter-
viewed a few years ago for the film, says, “I clicked 
with her from the moment she walked into the stu-
dio. She was so normal, so bright, so nice. And then, 
of course, I liked her face.” •





HAT TRICK 
“It’s been fun for us both 

to watch the kids,” says Ed 
Burns. “They’re old enough 

now to get a sense of how 
much their mother gives, 

how important it is to give 
of yourself.” This spread: 

Albertus Swanepoel hat 
and Saint Laurent by Hedi 

Slimane dress. Previous 
spread: Albertus Swanepoel 

hat. Hair, Shay Ashual; 
makeup, Hannah Murray; 

manicure, Rieko Okusa;
set design, Nick Des Jardins. 

For details see Sources,  
page 182. 139



CHECKERED PAST 
Lace details and 

puffed sleeves take a 
 gingham shirt into 
new territory. Miu 

Miu shirt and skirt, 
Coach collar, Walt 
Cassidy Studio for 

Derek Lam earrings 
and Rodarte shoes. 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LACHLAN BAILEY   STYLING BY LUDIVINE POIBLANC

Revive the allure and romance of times gone by on the streets 
of Mexico City with elegantly tailored and sinuously seductive 
looks from this season’s collections.

RHYTHM 
OF THE HEART



SULTRY STARE  
Bare shoulders 
make a memorable 
counterpoint to 
undone looks in white 
or black. Proenza 
Schouler dress, 
earrings and shoes, 
Coach collar and 
Gucci ring. Opposite: 
Salvatore Ferragamo 
dress, Coach collar 
and Proenza Schouler 
earrings and shoes. 



INSIDE OUT 
Show just a hint of 

skin with quietly sexy 
dresses that say it 

all. Céline dress and 
earrings and Walt 
Cassidy Studio for 

Derek Lam necklace. 
Opposite: Jason Wu 
dress, Coach collar,  

Walt Cassidy Studio 
for Derek Lam earrings 

and Gucci ring. 



GRAND ENTRANCE 
Create a pattern for 
the future with a 
matching ensemble. 
Gucci shirt, skirt and 
rings, Coach collar, 
Céline earrings and 
Nina Ricci necklace. 
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STREET SMART  
For effortless style, 
throw on a slip dress 
or a trim topcoat and 
T-strap Mary Janes. 
Givenchy by Riccardo 
Tisci top and dress, 
Coach collar and Céline 
earrings. Opposite: 
Prada coat and shoes, 
Louis Vuitton blouse 
and Walt Cassidy  
Studio for Derek Lam 
earrings. 



ELABORATE PLAN 
Layers of embroidery 
or glints of metallic 
adornment make 
these coats, and their 
wearer, unforgettable. 
Alexander McQueen 
coat, Céline earrings, 
Coach collar and Walt 
Cassidy Studio for  
Derek Lam necklace. 
Opposite: Sacai coat  
and skirt, Coach collar, 
Walt Cassidy Studio  
for Derek Lam earrings, 
Calvin Klein Collection 
bracelet and Prada 
shoes. Model, Vanessa 
Axente at DNA Model 
Management; hair, 
Shon; makeup, Emi 
Kaneko; manicure,  
Jess Espejos. For details  
see Sources, page 182.



O
N NOVEMBER 8, 2014, Mexican chef 
Enrique Olvera sent an impetuous 
tweet that ricocheted around the food 
world. Olvera is the father of mod-
ern Mexican cuisine, a national icon 
whose restaurant empire now ranges 

from haute tasting menus to fast casual burgers. 
His flagship restaurant, Pujol—a black-walled, club-
lit, food-pilgrimage site in Mexico City—regularly 
invites guest chefs from abroad, pioneers of cutting-
edge cooking like Andoni Aduriz, whose restaurant, 
Mugaritz, outside San Sebastián, Spain, is currently 
sixth on the World’s 50 Best Restaurants list (Pujol 
is 16th). In November, Aduriz cooked for two nights 
with Olvera—the burly, boisterous 40-year-old Pujol 
chef in his kitchen alongside his cerebral, whis-
pery friend. Despite divergent personal styles, they 
found a comfortable groove. “We should do a project 
together,” said an effusive Olvera after shots of mez-
cal had been poured. 

“But I choose the place,” said Aduriz, in a playful 
mood. He thought for a moment, spinning the globe 
in his head. “Havana, Cuba,” he said, picking a ran-
dom spot on the map. (“Why I said Havana, I don’t 
know,” he later recalls. “I could have said Madrid, 
Barcelona, Milan.”)

Olvera seemed to be enjoying himself. “Sure, let’s 
do it,” he said. 

BY JAY CHESHES
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NACHO ALEGRE

What happens when one world-famous chef challenges another to  
collaborate on a new restaurant in Cuba? They descend on Havana without a plan. 

Then a third top chef shows up and turns the dream into reality.  

On a Tweet and a Prayer

“You don’t have the balls,” teased Aduriz.
And so, the tweet: “In a stroke of fortune  

@pujolrestaurant and @Mugaritz have reached an 
agreement to open a restaurant together in Havana, 
Cuba,” Olvera tapped out on his phone.

“You don’t tell a Mexican he’s got no balls—that 
he’s a coward, a chingón,” recalls Aduriz. 

Congratulations poured in (“Exciting news.” 
“Fascinating and unexpected.”), followed by offers 
of on-the-ground help. “I told Enrique we need to go 
slowly,” says Aduriz, “take the temperature first.”

Six weeks later the U.S. and Cuban governments 
announced the return of full diplomatic relations, 
signaling a new era for the island after half a century 
of Cold War isolation. “It was as if we’d foretold it,” 
says Aduriz. How could they not follow through on 
that tweet? 

Then last summer a third chef, Massimo Bottura, 
signed on to the Cuba project after carousing one 
night with Olvera. Italy’s most prominent contem-
porary chef, whose Osteria Francescana in the 
Parmesan and balsamic belt currently ranks second 
on the World’s 50 Best list, brought renewed excite-
ment to the hypothetical restaurant. In this age of 
culinary cross-pollination, no partnership at that 
level had ever been attempted. “If three important 
chefs want to do something together, it’s big news,” 
says Aduriz. “When you put it in Havana, suddenly 

the news becomes very big.”
By September 2015, details had begun to emerge: 

The restaurant might be called Pasta, Tapas, Y Tacos. 
“We will go on an expedition to Cuba in the first week 
of December,” Bottura told an Italian food site. There 
seemed to be substance, at last, to Olvera’s tweet. 

Cuba’s tightly controlled economy might in fact 
be the last place on earth anyone would think to 
launch a restaurant. With salaries averaging $24 a 
month, small entrepreneurs hustle for survival, while 
big business is largely in state hands. Communism 
remains entrenched and private enterprise is rigidly 
regulated. Though the new U.S. Embassy reopened in 
Havana last summer, the 55-year-old embargo across 
the Straits of Florida endures. For now, only certain 
sectors are open to foreign investment. Hospitality is 
not among them. While tourism is booming, the state 
maintains a monopoly on hotel ownership; many are 
run by a corporate subsidiary of the Cuban military 
headed by Raúl Castro’s son-in-law.  

Restaurants, meanwhile, were entirely state-run 
until 1995, when the first paladares—supper clubs, 
run from private homes—were permitted. Originally 
these mom-and-pop operations couldn’t serve cov-
eted proteins like seafood or beef, or feature live 
music or a bar. They were allowed to professionalize 
only in 2010, when the number of authorized seats 
jumped from a dozen to 50. For the first time, a single 
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TAILS UNEXPECTED  
Massimo Bottura, whose 

restaurant in Modena, 
Italy, ranks second on 

the World’s 50 Best list, 
at Atelier in Havana. 

The chef is teaming up 
with Enrique Olvera and 
Andoni Luis Aduriz on a 

new venture in Cuba.  



Cuban operator could hold multiple licenses, pour 
liquor freely, hire anyone—not just family members—
and open in a nonresidential space.  

An explosion in private restaurants followed—
there are now an estimated 4,000 across the country, 
up from the 250 reported in 2000. But with a dearth of 
trained cooks and cooking equipment, even resource-
ful cuentapropistas (as Cuba’s small entrepreneurs 
are known) find running a restaurant a daily strug-
gle. “All the things a chef needs to be successful are 
missing in Cuba,” says Douglas Rodriguez, a Cuban-
American chef from Miami who has led nine culinary 
tours to Cuba in the past two years. “If you walk into 
some of these restaurants and see how they prepare 
things, it’s shocking,” he says. “Cuba, culinarily, is 
behind 50 years.” 

E
VEN SO, in early December, three of the 
world’s most famous chefs—dreamers, 
big thinkers, high-concept game 
changers—are in Havana, following 
through on a lark, seemingly oblivious 
to practical roadblocks. “We like a chal-

lenge,” says Aduriz, early in the trip. Bottura, who 
arrives a day after the others, discovers that Olvera 
has not lined up any meetings for their first morning 
in Havana. The manic, jet-lagged Italian might kill a 
few hours strolling by the sea along the windswept 
Malecón, but with just three days in the country 
there’s no time to waste. By 10 a.m., Bottura has 
arranged an appointment with Wilfredo Prieto, an 
internationally esteemed Cuban conceptual artist. 
A serious contemporary art collector, Bottura often 
creates dishes inspired by pieces he loves.

Inside Prieto’s airy studio, a pristine, pastel-
hued apartment hidden behind a crumbling facade, 
the artist opens his laptop to share images of his 
monumental, often fleeting, work—of a truck he 
encased in concrete in Milan, a table he tied to a 
hovering helicopter in a park in Madrid, the empty 
“sad circus” tent he erected in Havana near the new 
U.S. Embassy. Prieto is transforming a landmark 
home nearby into a studio space open to the public. 
“It could be very interesting to build a restaurant 
there,” says Bottura.

The chef and the artist talk of Cuba’s transitional 
phase. “The door is open if you have a nice cultural, 
philanthropic approach,” says Prieto. “If you are a big 
company, with a very capitalist tack, maybe not. It’s a 
very delicate moment right now.”

Bottura has lately been consumed with philan-
thropic work, partnering with the Catholic Church 
on a soup kitchen—the Refettorio Ambrosiano—
launched at Milan Expo last spring. The idea, like 
the Cuba trip, began with a somewhat quixotic pro-
nouncement. “I’m working on something with Pope 
Francis,” he’d said two years earlier. From last May 
through October dozens of his most prominent chef 
friends (including Olvera and Aduriz) turned leftover 
ingredients into meals for the homeless, fashioning 
imaginative cuisine from scraps. With the Milan 
venture deemed a success, plans are now underway 
to export the concept to Modena, Turin, Zurich and 
perhaps even Rio de Janeiro’s favelas during the 
Summer Olympics. 

Couldn’t some variation of the concept work in 
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GREENER PASTURES 
Clockwise from left: 
A steer-drawn cart at 
Finca Marta; Bottura  
in old Havana; Fernando 
Funes Monzote, the 
agronomist at Finca 
Marta; the dining 
room at La Guarida 
restaurant. Above  
right: A classic taxi in 
old Havana. 

ON THE TOWN 
Clockwise from left:  

A bartender at  
El Floridita; the dining 

room at El Floridita; 
Aduriz (left), Cuban 

official Mario Escalona 
Serrano, Bottura and 

Olvera; table at Atelier; 
staircase at Wilfredo 

Prieto’s studio.

PLATS DU JOUR 
Top row, from far  
left: Schoolgirls in  
old Havana; view  
of the Malecón from 
El Apartamento,  
a contemporary art 
gallery; Bottura  
at restaurant Atelier.  



Cuba, too, wonders the Italian chef aloud—merging 
food and art, say, in a hybrid space?

“So what exactly is our idea?” asks Bottura a few 
hours later, finding Olvera and Aduriz in their hotel 
lobby. Though only Bottura has visited Cuba before (a 
brief sojourn to cook for cigar importers at a banquet 
for 400 guests), Olvera is the only one of the three 
with the sort of relaxed resort restaurant originally 
proposed, a seaside spot in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. 
He is also, it turns out, the least invested in getting 
something done quickly. “Maybe we open in five 
years,” he says. 

This stretch of December, when the three chefs 
could all get away, happens to coincide with Olvera’s 
wife’s 40th birthday. He’s decided to celebrate in 
Havana this week, inviting 22 friends along. “Some 
things take priority,” he says. He plans to immerse 
himself in the city. “I want to understand this place on 
a personal level.” Though at the outset Olvera seemed 
to take the organizational lead, it turns out he has 
arranged no appointments at all.  

Bottura, quietly fuming, explains what he’d dis-
covered with Prieto during their impromptu chat. 
“The idea of creating a cultural project might be very 
interesting,” he says.

“We can do something extraordinary,” says Aduriz, 
picking up the thread, “a social and cultural revolu-
tion, a beautiful dialogue. And then on occasion we 
can also drink a mojito. There’s time for everything.”

T
HE CONVERSATION continues at the 
Italian Embassy later that afternoon, 
where Bottura and Aduriz (they see 
little of Olvera during the rest of the 
trip) outline their new plan to a high-
ranking diplomat, Tancredi Francese. 

Even at the height of the Cold War, Italy and Cuba 
maintained strong cultural ties. Italian architects 
designed much of the national art school Fidel Castro 
built on a former country club golf course in central 
Havana (in an iconic photo, Che and Fidel are pictured 
playing golf there in combat fatigues). Italians were 
among the first tourists lured to Cuba’s all-inclusive 
sun-and-sand resorts, built along Varadero beach 
90 miles east of Havana during the so-called special 
period—the regime’s mad dash for cash flow that 
immediately followed the Soviet Union’s collapse. 
Bottura’s nationality seems fortuitous; a top chef 
from New York would not be likely to find as warm a 
welcome in Havana.    

“The last thing any of us need is a new restaurant,” 
Aduriz tells the diplomat, as the three men sip ris-
tretti at a long polished-wood table. “If we’re going 
to do something, why not do something important?” 

“We’re behind you at the embassy whatever hap-
pens,” says Francese.

As it happens, an Italian avant-garde movie 
director, Marco Bellocchio, is being honored in 
the city this week with a film festival retrospec-
tive. Galleria Continua, an art gallery based in San 
Gimignano, Italy, has also just opened a nonprofit 
branch in Havana in a decayed Chinatown theater. 
The next day, inside that soaring contemporary 
art space, Bottura wanders, awestruck by a mas-
sive work by Cuban artist José Yaque—a sculptural 
cyclone of unspooled film reels and wrecked theater 

chairs—imagining possibilities. Aduriz strolls 
beside him, taking everything in. Harmonized voices 
singing the Cuban national anthem, translated into 
Mandarin, accompany a film projected on a balcony 
wall. “It could be interesting,” says the Italian, “to 
bring farmers in here.” 

Outside, standing in the rain, he tells Aduriz, “I 
would love to do events in the gallery. We can involve 
the ministries of culture and agriculture. They’re 
going to understand right away we’re not here to spec-
ulate.” The chefs later learn that the Cuban Ministry 
of Culture signed off on a like-minded experiment 
two years ago, launching with dreadlocked pop star 
Equis Alfonso the Fábrica de Arte Cubano, a mixed-
use music, art, food and drink complex inside of an 
abandoned olive oil factory. 

After just two days in Havana, it seems Bottura 
has stumbled on a path to doing business in Cuba 
that might actually work. (Seat-of-the-pants solu-
tions are not uncharacteristic for the chef. “Massimo 
gets his energy from constantly putting himself in 
a precarious position, on the cusp of falling off the 
cliff,” Bottura’s wife, Lara Gilmore, later says.) The 
government, which is backing cultural projects 
from international architects, appears to be on the 
lookout for name-brand partners in sync with the 
socialist system. Sir Norman Foster is designing a 
ballet theater, Jean Nouvel is working on an art stor-
age facility. “They love cultural exchange, cultural 
interchange, anything to do 
with cultural understand-
ing,” notes Mark Entwistle, 
a former Canadian ambas-
sador to Cuba.

The Ministry of Culture 
official Bottura and Aduriz 
meet the evening after tour-
ing the Chinatown gallery 
certainly seems open to the 
ideas they are peddling. We are sitting in a small con-
ference room as Mario Escalona Serrano, the low-key 
economist heading the ministry’s music and per-
formance division, explains the government’s work 
upgrading theaters and concert halls. “We’re looking 
for partners to add food and drink,” he says. 

“Very good,” says Aduriz, jumping in. “But I have 
one question: Do you understand who we are?”

“You are chefs, right?” replies Serrano. 
“Massimo has one of the best restaurants in the 

world,” says Aduriz. “I’m also pretty well known. And 
we have a Mexican chef with us who is an incredible 
talent. We have an idea, which is very particular, to do 
something together in Cuba.” 

“Can we get something on paper?” wonders the 
government man. Even with official support for what-
ever comes next, the chefs will eventually face the 
practical difficulties of preparing, sourcing and serv-
ing food in this country. But for the moment, their 
future in Cuba seems alive with possibility. 

“Sometimes you can’t find butter or chocolate or 
cream,” says longtime private restaurateur Enrique 
Núñez after lunch one afternoon. “But we find a 
solution.” His paladar, La Guarida, is among the 
oldest and best known in Havana, a magnet for visit-
ing VIPs. (Jack Nicholson, Queen Sofia of Spain and 
Beyoncé have all dined there.) The restaurant, which 

opened with 12 seats in 1996, serves smoked marlin 
tacos, suckling pig and lamb tikka masala. It quadru-
pled in size in 2010. 

The growing restaurant sector has strained Cuba’s 
beleaguered food supply. The country imports some 
70 percent of its food, much of it destined—along 
with the local agricultural output—for government 
stores. With no accessible wholesale market, chefs 
and restaurateurs rely on these sources. “You’ve 
got to be pretty agile running a restaurant,” says 
Entwistle. “Either you get what you need from retail 
shops—there’s lots of stuff but it comes and it goes—
or you need to be petty criminalized and find it some 
other way.” Many restaurants fill gaps in their pantry 
by smuggling in ingredients from abroad. 

Though there’s a limited farm-to-table sector 
emerging, from a few growers around Havana, there’s 
no steady supply chain. Even basic staples can be hard 
to find. But La Guarida’s search for quality ingredi-
ents became a bit easier last year when an organic 
farm—Finca Marta, on the edge of the city—began 
thrice-weekly deliveries. “It’s a very nice farm run by 
a very smart guy,” says Núñez, “a doctor in agricul-
tural science.” After meeting the foreign chefs, Núñez 
puts in a call to arrange a visit.

The farm, tucked deep in the bush at mile 19½ off 
the highway out of town, turns out to be an agrar-
ian paradise—with yapping dogs, honeybee hives, a 
few horses, a steer-drawn cart. No buzzing machin-

ery or mechanized vehicles 
disturb the pastoral setting 
as we pull up, on the day the 
chefs are due to fly home. 
Among terraced arugula, 
eggplant and cherry toma-
toes, Bottura’s gears start 
to turn. “My God, this place 
is authentic,” he says. 

Fernando Funes Monzote, 
the agronomist behind Finca Marta, arrives late, 
wearing rubber boots and overalls. He recently spent 
a month visiting a dairy farm in Modena, Italy, run by 
a close friend of Bottura’s; he hopes to build a cheese-
making facility to produce Cuban Parmesan and to 
welcome agritourism groups, serving breakfast or 
lunch. “We’d like to transform the whole area,” he 
says. The chefs exchange contact info with Funes on 
their way out—“Mucho gusto, great to meet you”—
Aduriz promising to send books for the library Funes 
is adding to the farm.

Back in Modena a few weeks later, the Italian chef 
looks back on the group’s Cuban adventure. Already 
things have begun to evolve. The Tuscan partners 
behind Galleria Continua have reached out about 
events in their Havana space. “They’re ready,” says 
Bottura. “They want us there.” The farmer too has 
been in touch. “We’d like to help him create a restau-
rant,” says the chef. “Kilometer zero, all about local 
products, closing the circle there on the farm.” 

An Italian company involved in construction in 
Cuba has also offered to help. “The rumors are spread-
ing,” says Bottura. In 36 hours in Cuba he’d turned a 
DOA project around. “We’re not in any rush,” he says. 
“But we have something here, and most importantly, 
we’ve got good energy behind it. Maybe it was destiny 
that Enrique had no plan.” •

“All the things  
A chef needs to be 

successful Are 
missing in cubA.”
—douglAs rodriguez
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HIGH WINDOWS
The Havana studio of 

artist Wilfredo Prieto, 
who advised the chefs on 
doing business in Cuba. 

“The door is open if  
you have a nice cultural, 

philanthropic approach,” 
says Prieto.
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FRESH PAINT  
Sheena Wagstaff, chair 

of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art’s modern 

and contemporary art 
department, with the 

museum’s director and 
CEO, Thomas Campbell. 
The untitled painting, by 

Chicago-based artist Kerry 
James Marshall, is new to 
the museum’s collection.

A BLUSTERY DUSK falls over New York’s Fifth Avenue  
as the Metropolitan Museum of Art closes for the 
night. Visitors file down the imposing stone steps, 
pausing to watch the balletic spray from the foun-
tains on the grandly refurbished plaza. Inside, 
the only people roaming the near-empty halls are 

the museum’s director and CEO, Thomas Campbell, and Sheena 
Wagstaff, his handpicked chair of the four-year-old modern and 
contemporary art department. The pair is on the loose in the 
Leonard A. Lauder galleries, where Wagstaff, who arrived from 
London’s Tate Modern in 2012, has rehung the warren of low-
ceilinged rooms with the semi-permanent exhibition Reimagining 
Modernism: 1900–1950.

As the duo surveys the galleries, Picasso’s portrait of his friend 
Gertrude Stein overlooks the proceedings sternly. Across are a 
canvas by self-taught African-American artist Horace Pippin and a 
carved ebony head by Alexander Calder that resembles an African 
mask. “I tested this on Calder’s grandson, Sandy,” says Wagstaff, 
59, a wiry woman who wears her hair in a headband and looks a bit 
like a younger Joan Didion. “He didn’t know it—because he didn’t 
know what was in our collection. He’d never seen it before.” Walking 
ahead, Campbell, 53, steps up to an Amedeo Modigliani nude simi-
lar to one Christie’s auctioned last year for a record $170.4 million 
and says with a smile, “I think ours is better, no?” It shares a gallery 
with an Alice Neel canvas hung above a chair by Alvar Aalto and a 
stool by Gerrit Rietveld.

Though the effect is like an eye-popping jumble sale, the auda-
cious mix of iconic and obscure pieces begins to answer a looming 
question: How can one of the world’s largest museums, which 
is traditionally perceived as disdaining current art in favor of 
Renaissance masterworks, Egyptian mummies or Louis XVI furni-
ture, create a relevant contemporary and modern program that’s 

BY ELISA LIPSKY-KARASZ 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ADRIAN GAUT 

With the inauguration of the new  
Met Breuer building, the leadership at  

the Metropolitan Museum of Art  
aims to expand its contemporary and  

modern collection. Can it succeed among 
so many rival curators and collectors?  

Metropolitan 

CLUB



school in Bath, England, and running an ad-hoc 
antique jewelry business. “I had a little chemistry 
set where I would test the gold and precious stones,” 
Wagstaff says. Without a university degree—at one 
point she thought she might go into medicine—she 
applied to be Serota’s assistant. 

When she interviewed, the museum was showing 
Arshile Gorky’s colorful work. “I just thought, This 
is extraordinary. I thought, There’s obviously a lan-
guage here, and I want to understand it,” she recalls. 
“It could not have been clearer. I had to get an art 
history degree because I knew then that the curato-
rial path was one that I really wanted to follow.” For 
the next two years, after work she attended night 
school in Oxford to achieve the necessary A-levels in 
art history and architecture, before applying to the 
University of East Anglia. Soon after graduating, she 
headed to New York to attend the Whitney Museum 
of Art’s Independent Study Program, run at the time 
by current Guggenheim head Richard Armstrong. He 
recalls that “even at that moment, she was uniquely 
articulate,” co-producing a show for the Whitney 
on the impact of comics on art in 1983. “It was an 
unusual idea and well-executed.” 

Gallerist Angela Westwater likewise met Wagstaff 
in the early ’80s in New York and later helped her 
research Gerhard Richter. “Well, that was pretty 
ahead of her time,” says Westwater. “There are 
plenty of other people who are happy to say they 
jumped on the Richter boat in the past 10 years, but 
this was almost 30 years ago.” Since then, Wagstaff 
has seemed unafraid to be an outlier. When she took 
a post in 1993 at the Frick Art & Historical Center in 
Pittsburgh, where her husband had been named the 
inaugural director of the Warhol Museum, 
she set about enlivening the institution 
with exhibitions by then-avant-grade 
artists like Cindy Sherman and brought 
Damien Hirst to local art space Mattress 
Factory for one of his first U.S. shows. 

In 1998, Serota suggested her for a 
position at Tate Britain. “When she came 
back, she brought an international per-
spective,” says Serota. She then moved to 
Tate Modern, where she oversaw major 
retrospectives on Latin American art-
ist Juan Muñoz, Edward Hopper, Roy 
Lichtenstein and Jeff Wall, and commis-
sions for the massive Turbine Hall with 
artists such as Doris Salcedo. 

“The world is wide for Sheena. She is 
daring and politically sophisticated,” 
says Salcedo, a Colombian artist who, 
in a bold gesture, created a cavernous 
crack in the Tate Turbine Hall in 2007 
that would permanently scar the building. “For art-
ists who are not at the center, like me, that’s very 
important.” In the years since, anytime Salcedo 
has opened an exhibition, she has received an email 
from Wagstaff commenting on the work. 

“I am interested in the tension between fine art, the 
avant-garde and the art of vernacular,” says Wagstaff. 
Of the forthcoming Met Breuer show on Mohamedi, 
she says, “I think that showing any artist who is not 
a household name brings certain challenges with it. 
It’s quiet work and not immediately accessible. People 

are going to have to come halfway towards the art.”
Campbell says, “The Whitney left [the Breuer 

building] on a high with Jeff Koons, and I think some 
people thought it would be logical for the Met to go 
in with another exhibition like that. But we’re the 
Met and we’re not just trying to copy our peers, we’re 
trying to explore a new, expanded direction for our-
selves. And I’m sorry for those who wanted another 
Jeff Koons exhibition.”

N
EW YORK CITY’S museums share a 
complex and intertwined history. 
The Whitney, which was originally 
established in 1931 because Gertrude 
Vanderbilt Whitney’s collection had 
been turned down by the Met, was 

then nearly absorbed by it in the mid-’40s. Robert 
Moses, then parks commissioner, helped scuttle the 
plans, which fell apart by 1948. A tripartite agree-
ment was also signed in 1947 by the Met, the Whitney 
and MoMA, arranging for shared pieces, includ-
ing some that were forcefully passed from MoMA’s 
permanent collection into the Met’s, though by the 
mid-’50s this, too, was dissolved. Curators have 
jumped from one institution to the other, taking with 
them their Rolodexes and promised gifts. Today, 
some trustees and donors are shared between the 
museums, including billionaires Lauder and Leon 
Black, and husband and wife collectors Aby Rosen 
and Samantha Boardman. 

Perhaps as a result of all this internecine jockey-
ing, Campbell says, “there are plenty of people out 
there who would like nothing more than to see the 
Met….” He pauses. “There’s schadenfreude.” Later, he 

returns to the topic. “There will be plenty of people, 
I’m sure, who won’t understand  Unfinished, or they 
won’t understand Nasreen Mohamedi, or they won’t 
understand Kerry James Marshall. Because it’s a new 
profile for us in the Breuer building, they’re more 
than happy to stand on the sidelines and carp. I think 
that the program will just have to prove itself. No 
doubt, we will make mistakes.” 

But it’s a responsibility Wagstaff takes very seri-
ously. “In the end, curators come and go,” she says. 
“What remains, of course, is the art.” •

SECOND SKIN  Exterior of the newly christened Met Breuer building.

curious to see how the Met will play its hand.
In order to fill all these blank walls, Campbell and 

Wagstaff have found themselves in the unusual posi-
tion of playing an art-world version of Moneyball, 
even though they essentially manage the Yankees. 
(The Met has an endowment of approximately $3 
billion.) But a world where a Cy Twombly painting 
can fetch $70 million calls for resourcefulness. “We 
can’t go into the marketplace and spend—it’s hard 
enough raising a few million dollars, let alone tens or 
even hundreds of millions of dollars,” says Campbell. 

“What we can do, as in previous generations, is raise 
the money to build beautiful galleries where col-
lectors will see their works of art.” For acquisitions 
under $150,000, he can simply sign off, as long as 
the head of the board’s  11-person acquisitions com-
mittee, Annette de la Renta, also approves. (“I’m not 
there second-guessing,” Campbell says. “If Sheena 
brings me an object and says, ‘I really think this is 
important,’ I’m very unlikely to say no.”) Anything 
pricier must be pitched at a quarterly acquisitions 
meeting, although there are ways to fast-track funds 
if needed. For the top-line blue-chip art that will 
patch the “huge gaps” (as Campbell puts it) in the col-
lection, Wagstaff must seek donors. “We’re working 
on it,” she says. “There are artists on a list who we 
have a mission to acquire.” 

That said, Wagstaff is clearly not going after the 
same core collection represented at MoMA, which 
tracks modern art from European cubism to American 
abstract expressionism in the ’50s and beyond. First 
of all, she can’t—there’s a finite number of such mas-
terpieces. Rather than focus on that canon alone, 
she’s interested in exploring international artistic 
movements and contextual multimedia pieces while 
also playing up any strengths that already exist in 
the Met’s collection, such as early-20th-century 
American painting. (The art world term currently in 
vogue for this approach is textured.) To accomplish 
this, she’s hired curators in the areas of South Asia, 
Latin America, the Middle East and architecture 
and design. 

The opening exhibitions at the Met Breuer 
are  Unfinished: Thoughts Left Visible, which will 
juxtapose more recent pieces like Bruce Nauman 
sculptures and never-before-seen Twombly panels 
with over 550 years of historical art (including works 

by Titian, Leonardo da Vinci and Cézanne), and a ret-
rospective that Wagstaff is personally curating on the 
late, relatively obscure Indian minimalist Nasreen 
Mohamedi. “I think Sheena is particularly interested 
in figures who are not super well-represented in New 
York City,” says curator Ian Alteveer, who is working 
on the first-ever retrospective of African-American 
painter Kerry James Marshall, exhibiting in the fall 
at the Breuer alongside a Diane Arbus photography 
show. Wagstaff has sought to acquire overlooked art 
that meshes with the historical and global themes 

already emphasized in Met holdings: a glass collec-
tion by the Italian architect Carlos Scarpa, video 
works by South African artist William Kentridge and 
British artist Phil Collins, wall pieces by American 
artist Donald Moffett and outsider art by a group of 
Southern African-American artists gathered by the 
Souls Grown Deep Foundation.

Such tactics may take the department past the 
teething pains of public scrutiny and establish it 
as an attractive destination for future audiences as 
well as donors. “If they were doing a program that 
was all just young artists I would say, ‘Why?’ ” says 
Whitney director Adam Weinberg. “It really has 
to come from who they are. As one of the greatest 
encyclopedic museums in the world, how do you 
do something that the other institutions can’t? 
Because none of us have collections like that.”

“For the Met to finally put their hat in the ring 
and commit to the contemporary arts in earnest is 
huge,” says David Zwirner, Kerry James Marshall’s 
gallerist, who describes the museum’s previous 
incarnation as “a parallel universe.” “It’s fair to say 
in the 20-something years since I opened my gallery, 
the relationship that the Met has had to contempo-
rary art has been, at best, tepid. For them to change 
course dramatically is an important decision.” 

 

T
HOUGH WAGSTAFF and Campbell are 
both British, they can make for a bit 
of an odd couple. (All the English 
accents around seem to be a sore point 
for some insiders, with even mem-
bers of the board joking, “Where did 

all the Brits come from?”) Campbell took the tradi-
tional Oxford University and Courtauld Institute 
of Art route to becoming a tapestry curator at the 

distinct from the other giants of New York’s cultural 
landscape—and why does it need to? To some, it 
smacks of hubristic empire building by an institu-
tion that already has a huge footprint. In New York 
City alone, there is the Museum of Modern Art, which 
has some 200,000 works that even Campbell deems 
“an incomparable collection of the Western canon”; 
the Whitney, which focuses on art with an American 
viewpoint; the Guggenheim, which has made forays 
into international waters; and the New Museum and 
MoMA’s PS1, which both cover emerging artists. 
Then there’s the re-energized Brooklyn Museum, not 
to mention museum-size mega-galleries and deep-
pocketed collectors with their own ambitions.

Given the current art market, expanding the Met’s 
uneven collection of art from the past 100 years or 
so, which currently numbers around 12,000 works, 
will not be easy. “Look, obviously they’re very late 
to the 20th century. The only way they can get good 
American 20th-century art, or even European, is to 
get people to donate it,” says Leonard A. Lauder, who 
gave the museum his estimated $1 billion collection 
of cubist paintings, a major coup for the Met. “If you 
want to buy a good Jasper Johns, it will cost you more 
than buying an entire collection of Dutch paintings.” 

At the same time, a velvet revolution is playing 
out in the 146-year-old institution, where internal 
politics have drawn comparisons to the Kremlin’s. 
“The Met used to talk about itself as 17 museums 
under one roof, and I have very actively been seeking 
to break down that notion,” says Campbell, who was 
appointed in 2008. “We are a single museum with a 
single collection.” Last year, he and the board aug-
mented the museum’s archaic mission statement for 
the first time since it was written in 1870, adding the 
line: “The Metropolitan Museum of Art collects, stud-
ies, conserves, and presents significant works of art 
across all times and cultures in order to connect peo-
ple to creativity, knowledge, and ideas.” The renewed 
interest in modern and contemporary art is intended 
to embrace that ethos, something Campbell was que-
ried about extensively during his interview process. 
“Since the museum opened, we’ve always collected 
the art of our time,” says current board chairman 
Daniel Brodsky, who served on the search committee 
for the director. Or, as Lauder puts it, “How can you be 
an encyclopedic museum and end in 1900?” 

As a home for this expansion, the Met is working 
on a complete renovation of the famously awkward 
Lila Acheson Wallace Wing; the London-based archi-
tect David Chipperfield has been coming to New York 
for frequent visits with Wagstaff’s team, the board 
and the city’s parks department. Certainly, airier, 
more flexible spaces will better accommodate the 
huge scale of some contemporary art. (When asked 
if there will be enough room for, say, Richard Serra 
sculptures, Campbell jestingly replies, “Serra draw-
ings.”) Before Campbell’s ascension, the museum 
had entered discussions to take an eight-year lease 
on the Marcel Breuer–designed building on Madison 
Avenue, home to the Whitney Museum of American 
Art for nearly 50 years until it moved to its new, much 
larger downtown space. This month, the wrapping 
of shiny silver dots that has covered the windows 
will come down when the building reopens as the 
Met Breuer, unveiling a new program to an audience 

museum for 14 years, though his youthful attitude 
can make him seem like an English schoolboy who 
has taken over the director’s grand corner office. 
Wagstaff, meanwhile, grew up in tumultuous territo-
ries like Cyprus and Malta (her father was a former 
POW–turned–NATO liaison) before attending the 
then-radical arts program at the University of East 
Anglia. Her second-floor office is decorated with a 
lamp she found on the street, and she favors a uni-
form of  Annie Hall–style pants, button-downs and 
casually flung-on blazers.

When Campbell was appointed eight years ago, 
he unexpectedly beat out two front-runners: his own 
boss, Ian Wardropper, former head of European fur-
niture and decorative arts, and Gary Tinterow, head 
of the then-combined 19th-century, modern and con-
temporary departments. Since then, he’s immersed 
himself in the contemporary art world, popping up 
in Moscow, for example, for the opening of art patron 
Dasha Zhukova’s Garage Museum. At the same time, 
he’s been trying to dismantle the museum’s ossified 
bureaucracy with initiatives designed to increase 
transparency, such as a computerized system 
showing where any of the two million pieces in the 
collection are at any given time. 

Even the selection of Chipperfield was part of an 
unprecedented, open process: The board’s Southwest 
Wing committee discussed 45 architects and vis-
ited finalists’ buildings across the country. In the 
past, architecture firm Roche Dinkeloo & Associates 
was simply handed museum projects with little 
opportunity for dissent. And whereas Campbell’s pre-
decessor, Philippe de Montebello, cannot be found on 
Instagram, Campbell enthusiastically posts images 
of his 51st birthday party, his wife, Phoebe, and their 
son and daughter competing in equestrian events 
and the aforementioned Modigliani with the caption: 
“Just about as sexy as it gets in an art museum before 
the warning signs go up.”

Wagstaff, meanwhile, generally eschews high-
profile events, seeming more at home in the company 
of artists at low-key dinner parties she attends with 
her husband, Mark Francis, a gregarious former 
museum director who now works at Gagosian Gallery 
in London. (They have a son and daughter.) She has 
also imported more-democratic policies from the 
Tate Modern, such as intradepartmental round-table 
discussions where criticism of potential exhibitions 
may be aired. At the Tate, she worked under director 
Sir Nicholas Serota, a man whose name art insiders 
invariably follow with “the master.” Of her role there 
as chief curator, he says, “You need someone who can 
be a pit bull one day and a poodle the next. Sheena 
is quite tough, so she asks tough questions. But she 
asks the ones that will help produce a better proj-
ect.” MoMA director Glenn Lowry, whose museum 
collaborated with the Tate Modern on several exhi-
bitions, comments that “Sheena is driven, she is 
ambitious and highly professional.” When told she is 
often perceived as being extremely direct, Wagstaff 
looks surprised and then bursts into wry laughter. 
“Well, I’m American, then,” she says, throwing up 
her hands.

Serota hired Wagstaff at what was then known as 
the Museum of Modern Art, Oxford when she was 19 
and kicking around after graduating from boarding 
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TIME TRAVEL   One of the exhibitions that will open the Met Breuer this month is Unfinished: Thoughts Left Visible,  
which includes, from left, a 16th-century work by Leonardo da Vinci, a 1965 painting by Alice Neel and a 1909 Pablo Picasso.



PHOTOGRAPHY BY DANIEL JACKSON   
STYLING BY ALASTAIR MCKIMM

Perfect the art of  
pure simplicity  

with variations on  
head-to-toe  

ensembles that  
effortlessly pivot  

from ethereal  
to sophisticated. 

NEW ROMANTIC  
Neo-Edwardian style becomes more than a literary reference when it takes a spin through the 

last days of disco. Hillier Bartley dress, waistcoat and pin and Tiffany & Co. pendants. 
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FULL TRANSPARENCY 
Delicate lace reveals just enough to be demure. Valentino blouse and skirt, Balenciaga bra 

and shoes and Tiffany & Co. earrings and pendant. 

LAYERED MEANING
A monochromatic palette makes a multitude of pieces work together. Dior coat, dress, sweater and necklace, Balenciaga 

pants and shoes, Calvin Klein Collection bracelet, Repossi ear cuff (worn as brooch) and Tiffany & Co. earrings. 
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PARADOX ROCKS  
Balance an ultra-feminine camisole with distressed painter pants. Balenciaga top,  

pants, bracelets and earrings. 

UNSTUDIED AIR 
A silk and lace dress infuses modern lines with old-world charm. Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci 

dresses, The Row pants and Balenciaga earrings. 



PALE FIRE 
Just because it’s spring doesn’t mean the furs must hibernate. Céline coat, Alexander 

McQueen jeans, Balenciaga shoes and Bulgari bracelet (worn around ankle). 

THE WHITE ALBUM 
Harmonize unexpected pairings like a sheer dress over similarly diaphanous pants with neutral tones. Michael Kors 

Collection dress, The Row pants, Balenciaga bracelets and Tiffany & Co. earrings and pendants. 
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SMOKING SIGNALS 
Update tuxedo-inspired eveningwear with new proportions. Calvin Klein Collection coat, 

top, pants and shoes and Balenciaga bracelets and necklace.  
Model, Frederikke Sofie at DNA Model Management; hair, Cim Mahony; makeup, Romy 

Soleimani; manicure, Rica Romain. For details see Sources, page 182.

MODEST MOUSE 
Sheer sleeves are a new way to enliven a simple-chic dress. Lanvin dress  

and Tiffany & Co. earrings and pendants. 
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GROUP THINK 
“I have never said me, 

it’s always we. I am just 
the big salesman,” says 

the designer Jonathan 
Anderson. Among 

those he often works 
with are, standing from 

left: Damaris Goddrie 
(wearing J.W. Anderson), 

Aaron de Mey, Michel 
Gaubert and Ryan 

Aguilar; and seated from 
left: Jamie Hawkesworth, 

Michael Amzalag, 
Anderson, Benjamin 

Bruno, Pierre-Yves 
Roussel, Ashley Brokaw, 

Sandra Torres and 
Mathias Augustyniak.

BY WILLIAM VAN METER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KATJA RAHLWES

The designer Jonathan Anderson, who draws inspiration 
from myriad influencers and influences, is radically 

affecting fashion from the helm of both his namesake 
brand, J.W. Anderson, and the house of Loewe.



archetype for it. Ultimately you 
are going to get old, and your 
clothing is going to get old with 
you.” 

Anderson grew up one of 
three children in the small town 
of Magherafelt in Northern 
Ireland. (His older brother works 
with him as legal/HR/operations 
manager at J.W. Anderson; his 
younger sister works in pharma-
ceuticals.) His grandfather was 
a farmer. “Jonathan was animal 
crazy,” says his mother, Heather, 
a former English teacher. “Every 
day he would come back with a 
bird of some sort. He had an avi-
ary—lovebirds, canaries…. What 
was the other animal he had? 
The one that gave birth?”

“Chinchilla,” says his father, 
Willie, a former rugby player and coach. “The next 
day we had two chinchillas.”

Animals often figure in his collections: Insects 
were encased in the accessories at his graduate show 
at the London College of Fashion, and since then there 
have been prints with howling wolves, cats, hunting 
dogs chasing ducks—an entire menagerie. “Fashion 
can become overly serious. An animal always gives it 
an element of humor,” says Anderson.

His hobbies included growing and selling chrysan-
themums and collecting eggs. One year he decorated 
the house for Christmas by hanging orchids from the 
ceiling in test tubes. Another time, his mother says, 
“we came home from holiday, and he had painted the 
outside wall blue and stuck marbles on it.”   

As a teenager Anderson felt as though he didn’t fit 
in. “But I was never bullied at school,” he says. “It was 
just low-grade unhappiness.” He found an outlet by 
joining the National Youth Theatre, in London.

At 18, Anderson moved to Washington, D.C., to 
pursue acting at the Studio Theatre’s conservatory. 
He found the two years he spent there to be a pro-
found experience. “D.C. redefined my entire life,” he 
says. “I found my sexuality there. I found out about 
everything I loved. There was no taboo. Decadent? 
One pound equaled $2, so your money went far, let’s 
put it that way. I drank and had fun.”

He moved back and took a job at an upmarket 
department store in Dublin before leaving for London 
to enroll in fashion school. But he says he received his 
real education from Manuela Pavesi, the late, eccen-
tric collaborator of designer Miuccia Prada. They met 
when Anderson worked on window displays at Prada.

Until her death last year, Anderson previewed 
each of his collections for Pavesi. “She taught me you 
should never compromise in anything you do,” he 
says. “She was incredibly important to me, because 
I felt like I was trying to prove to her that I can do 
it.” (She may have also influenced his flair for store 
design: The Madrid Loewe boutique features Arts & 
Crafts furniture while the Miami one is dominated 
by an hórreo, an 18th-century Spanish granary that 
was dismantled and brought to the United States.)

If Anderson was looking for industry recognition, 
he has found it: Last year he was named both best 

menswear and womenswear designer by the British 
Fashion Council (he won in 2014 for menswear, in 
2013 for new establishment and in 2012 for emerging 
talent). He also was honored by New York’s Fashion 
Group International this fall. Of his trophies, he says, 
“They’re on the ground somewhere at my office.” 

The day after the FGI gala, Anderson went to visit 
Printed Matter, a Chelsea shop that specializes in 
obscure art books and zines. “Mathias [Augustyniak] 
once told me I had to go,” he says, “and since then I’ve 
been an addict. I leave with a whole box for the plane.” 
As he browsed on the second level, his assistant 
Sandra Torres waited for him on the first. She was at 
Loewe for 15 years before working with Anderson. “I 
can’t function without her,” he says. “It’s like I’ve got 
two mothers now. She’s proper Parisian, through and 
through. Hard as nails.” In a few hours he’ll be off to 
Paris to begin the next Loewe collection. 

He held a stack of zines and the book Jesus Days 
1978–1983 by the photographer Greg Reynolds—a 
purely visual assortment. Anderson is dyslexic, which 
was discovered early in his childhood. “Writing and 
reading—it’s like a hidden language to me,” he says. 

Regardless, every weekend he hunts down new 
volumes, which are sold on his brand’s website, 
including a variety of vintage periodicals like Peter 
Hujar photo books, ’70s Playgirls, ’50s male physique 
pictorials, The Face from its Britpop heyday and old 
copies of cult queer zine Straight to Hell. 

“I have an obsessive compulsiveness for it,” he 
says. “I must have 10,000 books in the house. It’s 
good for people to see where influence comes from.” 

Working with other creative minds has made 
him realize his own strengths. “ I’m probably a bet-
ter business person than I am a designer. Because I 
completely run with instinct, I know when the press 
is fading out. I know that we need to do something 
before it even happens. I know when there is an 
energy fatigue. ”

But life is good. “I am in one of the happiest peri-
ods of my life,” he says. “I have full control over my 
job. I know when to turn off.” He sees only one limita-
tion: “The problem that I have with myself is that I’m 
incredibly ambitious,” Anderson says. “To the point 
where it’s probably Machiavellian.” •

DOUBLE VISION  A sampling of Anderson’s work. From left: Three avant-
garde looks by J.W. Anderson from the past three years, and three designs 
for Loewe that experiment with elements of the brand’s traditions, including 
suede and leather work. 

show, he says, “I’m really into very ‘naive craft,’ like 
Second World War playing cards.”

His disparate posse does not include the types 
who sit around talking about purses off-duty. “They 
have lives outside of fashion and something special 
to offer,” says makeup artist Aaron de Mey, who cre-
ates the J.W. Anderson runway looks. “Jonathan 
brings things out in people that they don’t nec-
essarily know they have inside them.” Perhaps 
Anderson’s most significant creative partnership 
has been with Benjamin Bruno, an alumnus of 
French Vogue who first collaborated with him on 
the 2011 debut women’s collection. “Everything had 
to be invented—there was no DNA for that brand, no 
fashion vocabulary. But there was a beautiful blank 
page for both of us,” says Bruno. “It was a romantic 
playground for him, and he would project his uto-
pias onto awkward little garments.”

Bruno’s role is amorphous, and he is often referred 
to as “stylist” or “consultant,” which belies the full 
scope of his contribution. “I’m just always there,” 
says Bruno. For the ad campaigns, Anderson gives 
Bruno and Hawkesworth free rein. Hawkesworth’s 
career began with reportage photography, an ele-
ment of which he retains in his fashion work. For 
the fall 2015 campaign, they traveled to Estonia. 
The resulting image shows a group of women danc-
ing in a circle as though performing a pagan ritual. 
None of this was planned. “It was a process of going 
somewhere unfamiliar, seeing who turns up and just 
reacting,” says Hawkesworth.

He and Bruno also produce the images for a hard-
cover book each season documenting the Loewe 
collection. The print ad campaign, however, is always 
done with Meisel, whose images dominated the mood 
book Anderson put together to get the Loewe gig. 
“Without Steven Meisel, I wouldn’t have Loewe,” he 
says. “When I first joined Loewe, the only photogra-
pher I wanted for it was Steven. I was like, What will I 
do if he won’t do it? Loewe needed a fashion educator, 
and the only person in terms of imagery who can do 
that is Meisel. He is incredible at giving a silhouette 
context, making an image become iconic.” 

Here, too, Meisel has been free to depart from his 
typical campaign work, instead repurposing his own 
archival images. Some of the Loewe ads have even 
been devoid of clothes, including an ’80s image of the 
photographer kissing a male model. 

The ability to subvert the expected often seems at 
the heart of what Anderson’s group does best, as with 
irreverent art directors Augustyniak and Amzalag. 
And for Anderson’s esoteric runway soundtracks 
he works with musical magpie DJ Michel Gaubert 
and his partner, Ryan Aguilar. Casting is by Ashley 
Brokaw, who has cultivated completely different 
models for the two brands.

“She has an eye for human beings that no one else 
has,” Anderson says. “She’ll take a risk on a new face 
like no other casting director will ever do.”

All of these figures play essential roles for 
Anderson, who is adamant that he is not the sole 
inventor. “I’m no precursor to anything,” he says at 
one point. “Sometimes fashion has a memory like 
a fish.” Later, he explains why he and his team con-
tinue to push boundaries. “If you are going to design 
something,” he says, “I don’t feel that you can be the G
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OU WOULD BE very lucky if in your 
whole life, you saw the work of one 
genius,” a voice boomed from the 
speakers at the opening of J.W. 
Anderson’s spring 2016 fashion show 
in London.

The voice belonged to the New York writer Fran 
Lebowitz, sampled from the Martin Scorsese–
directed documentary on her life, Public Speaking, 
and appropriated as an unsubtle call to arms of the 
label’s designer, Jonathan Anderson.

Lebowitz’s ruminations segued into house music, 
followed by a lysergic fantasia of leg-of-mutton-
sleeved rompers, a leather jumpsuit with genie pants, 
a Victorian dress punked up with Keith Haring–ish 
squiggles and purses worn like saddlebags. The col-
lection was a Tumblr-like blur of epochs: Some trompe 
l’oeil prints brought to mind Elsa Schiaparelli’s sur-
realist ’30s collaborations with artist Jean Cocteau, 
while the ruffle quotient conjured both 1880s gowns 
and 1980s Christian Lacroix creations.

Despite the peculiar assortment of associa-
tions, the foundation for the collection was actually 
Lebowitz’s independent mind-set. “I’d watched the 
documentary, and I just became obsessed,” Anderson 
says. “I’ve never seen someone so fundamentally lib-
erated. I was like, Why am I not thinking like that? 
Why is my brain not articulate in that way? When 
I was doing the collection, I thought, What does it 
mean? Why are we in this situation? How much fur-
ther do we need to push it?”

Pushing limits is the 31-year-old Northern 
Irish provocateur’s specialty. Anderson’s vision is 
complex and jarring, oftentimes funny but never 
kitschy. His ascension in the fashion world has 
been swift, taking him to the helm of establishment 
brand Loewe, where he was appointed by fashion 

conglomerate LVMH in 2013. He has done it with-
out sacrificing his idiosyncratic ideas, which he 
develops with a tight group of collaborators. These 
range from fashion world eminences—design duo 
Mathias Augustyniak and Michael Amzalag of M/M 
Paris, who art-direct campaigns for both brands and 
redesigned the font and logo of Loewe, and photog-
rapher Steven Meisel, who shoots the Loewe ads—to 
zeitgeist agitators, such as 28-year-old photogra-
pher Jamie Hawkesworth, who launched his fashion 
career shooting ads for J.W. Anderson. 

“We have this perceived illusion of what the fash-
ion designer does,” says Anderson, who looks like 
a grad student in his uniform of blue jeans, a navy 
sweater and Nikes. “As an industry, we make it out 
that this one individual changes the entire face of the 
earth. I have never said me, it’s always we. I am just 
the big salesman. Ultimately, I think to be successful 
in fashion, you have to turn into the most incredible 
HR person. It’s about politics. I’m massaging egos 
and keeping everyone happy.”

J.W. Anderson was founded as a men’s label in 
2008 and from the outset specialized in skewing gen-
der norms. The debut collection featured flowing silk 
shorts and blouses on male models who walked out 
to a Mozart aria. Anderson’s menswear vision was 
soon logically adapted into a separate women’s line 
(which now accounts for 70 percent of the business). 
“I’m all about trying to find the grotesque and ulti-
mate femininity,” he says, “playing with those ideas 
to the point where it goes full circle.” 

In womenswear, Anderson’s leanings were more 
digestible. By the time he presented his spring 2012 
collection, a pastiche of futuristic mesh, seersucker 
and cardigan dresses with vestigial sleeves, his show 
became the destination of London Fashion Week.  

Pierre-Yves Roussel, the chairman and CEO 
of LVMH Fashion Group, who is 
charged with cultivating young tal-
ent, took notice. Around the time 
that Anderson launched womens-
wear, Roussel considered him to 
head the LVMH-owned brand Kenzo, 
a position that eventually went to 
Opening Ceremony’s Humberto 
Leon and Carol Lim. It must have 
been a blow, but Anderson won’t 
cop to feeling forlorn. “It wasn’t 
the right moment,” he says. “I knew 
when I met him that we would work 
together in the end.”

“When you publish an author, it’s 
not like you just publish one book,” 
Roussel says. “If you sign some-
one for the long-term, you have to 
make sure that he’s capable of writ-
ing other books. I could sense how 
Jonathan was evolving.”

In 2013, J.W. Anderson reached 
its gender-blurring apex with the 
fall men’s collection. Models went 
down the runway in tube tops and 
ruffled shorts paired with frilled 
knee-high riding boots. “I’ll never 
forget the day after,” says Anderson. 
“The press was seething. For me, it 

was completely normal. Everything was cut out of 
stuff you’d make a duffel coat out of. People found 
that collection disturbing.”

No matter how renegade any of his runway out-
ings seemed, it was clear that this was a designer who 
wasn’t making just clothes, but fashion with depth 
and ideas. The increasing refinement and complex-
ity of J.W. Anderson swayed LVMH, which bought a 
minority stake in the company in September 2013. 
“He was approaching his work with a 360-degree 
perspective,” Roussel says. “Not only the product 
itself, but the communication of the image, even the 
branding. His take on fashion was super-fresh, and he 
knows how to surround himself with great people.”

Anderson was simultaneously named by LVMH as 
creative director of Loewe, a Madrid-based fashion 
house founded in 1846 by a group of leather artisans. 
In the high-fashion battleground of Paris, it didn’t 
stand out. Yet in the three seasons since, Anderson 
has captured the industry’s attention. 

While Loewe offers a more sophisticated fashion 
vision (and has already launched a hit accessory, the 
Puzzle bag), J.W. Anderson feels more experimental. 
“Jonathan’s collections for Loewe are imbued with 
an inherent sense of luxury and heritage, yet are 
chicly modern. J.W. Anderson is irreverently cool,” 
says Jennifer Sunwoo, an executive vice president at 
Barneys New York. The store has carried Anderson’s 
namesake line since 2010, and Loewe since last year. 

The brands may be distinct but their success 
is symbiotic: J.W. Anderson sales have grown by 
double digits since Anderson signed on to Loewe, 
according to Simon Whitehouse, J.W. Anderson’s 
CEO. “The critical acclaim of Loewe and J.W. 
Anderson has seen global exposure grow rapidly 
for Jonathan,” Whitehouse says. In the past year, 
Loewe has garnered 40 new points of sale worldwide 
and overhauled the e-commerce site. The first North 
American store opened in Miami’s Design District in 
March 2015.

Most important, its Spanish pronunciation 
(Lo-AY-vay) is now common knowledge among the 
fashion elite.

“It’s not there yet,“ Anderson says. “My goal is to 
make it a household name.”

T
WO DAYS AFTER presenting his third 
Loewe womenswear collection, 
Anderson was sitting in the ornate 
lounge of L’Hotel in Paris’s Left Bank, 
his 6-foot-plus frame cramped in a 
small velvet club chair. One of his first 

initiatives at Loewe was to move the ready-to-wear 
atelier to Paris from Madrid (production of acces-
sories and leather pieces is still done in Spain). He 
wanted distance from London to create a distinction 
between his two brands’ identities. “In London, what 
I do on the weekend is be a person and have my own 
life,” he says. “In Paris, it is going from this hotel to 
the office and back again. But I love it.”

The Loewe show was a sleek amalgam of ’80s 
excess, sci-fi references and cyber fabrics like clear-
plastic pants and iridescent tinsel-like fringe—a 
collection crammed with ideas that somehow fit 
together. It’s indicative of how Anderson’s mind 
works. Thinking ahead to the next J.W. Anderson 

FREE REIGN   Top: Hawkesworth and Bruno’s fall 2015 J.W. Anderson ad, 
shot in Estonia. Bottom: An archival image by Steven Meisel on the cover  
of a Loewe brand book, with current work by Hawkesworth and Bruno inside.



PRINT BY NUMBERS
This 2013 work by Johns, 0-9, a monotype on hand-torn Japanese paper, will be in the upcoming show at Matthew Marks Gallery. BY JULIE L. BELCOVE   PORTRAIT BY JEANNETTE MONTGOMERY BARRON

At 85, Jasper Johns continues to create innovative work, including prints that are as 
powerful as his paintings. In a rare interview, the plainspoken artist shares the process 

behind his upcoming show of monotypes.
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B
Y 1954, Jasper Johns had left his boy-
hood in rural South Carolina behind 
for New York City, where, by his own 
account, he spent several years yearn-
ing to be an artist rather than actually 
being one. That year, however, proved 

pivotal in his career. As art history has documented, 
in 1954 his fumbling efforts finally found their form: 
He began his seminal painting Flag, a cocksure ren-
dering of the Stars and Stripes that brashly signaled 
an escape route from the dominant abstract expres-
sionism. But a quieter experiment the same year 
helped set him on a parallel—and no less inventive 
or influential—path as a printmaker. “While work-
ing as a clerk in a bookstore, I folded a small piece of 
paper, made parallel cuts into it,” then applied ink, 
Johns recalls, “and pressed it against another sheet 
of paper, leaving an impression of the ink.”

That small artwork is the earliest surviving Johns 
monotype, a style of printmaking that typically 
results in just one impression, rather than editions 
numbering in the tens, hundreds or even thousands as 
with lithography and etching. Over the course of his 
printmaking practice, Johns returned to monotypes 
sporadically but compellingly, eventually completing 
more than 200 works. Now 41 works from five decades 
of Johns’s output in the medium, including images 
made in the past year, are the subject of a new solo 
exhibition, Jasper Johns Monotypes. On view at New 
York’s Matthew Marks Gallery beginning May 6, they 
offer a rare window into Johns’s fecund imagination.

Johns, who turns 86 in May, abandoned Manhattan 
for Sharon, Connecticut, two decades ago. There, in a 
private compound enclosed by a stone wall and hidden 
from the road, he lives with his dog in a grand house 
and works in studios elegantly created by his friend, 
the designer Bill Katz. In a shingled barn, with warm 
wood paneling and well-placed windows framing 
pastoral New England views, there is one immacu-
late studio for painting and another dedicated to 
printmaking. For the past 20 years, Johns has even 
employed a full-time master printer, John Lund, to 
oversee its operations. 

In 1960, Johns began collaborating with Universal 
Limited Art Editions, shortly after being introduced 
to Tatyana Grosman, its plucky, Russian émigré 
founder. It was two years after his breakthrough 
show at Leo Castelli’s gallery in New York City, 
which had featured Flag as well as other paintings 
of instantly identifiable symbols, such as targets 

and letters of the alphabet. The Museum of Modern 
Art bought three of the paintings. Art connoisseurs 
at the time turned up their noses at prints, which 
were generally just reproductions, but Grosman was 
intent on making them artworks in their own right, 
and she was seeking young artists with revolution-
ary ideas to be her accomplices. She had recently 
seen Johns’s canvas of a coat hanger at MoMA and 
admired the chutzpah it took to paint such a mun-
dane subject. In short order, Johns made lithographs 
for ULAE of a coat hanger, a flag, a target and some 
of his other favorite motifs, the numerals 0 through 
9. The numbers project, in which he altered a single 
lithographic stone for each print, took three years to 
execute. “He’d never drawn on a lithographic stone 
before,” says Bill Goldston, who now runs ULAE and 
makes regular pilgrimages to Sharon from his Long 
Island complex to confer on prints. “If Mozart was 
a child genius in music, Jasper was a child genius in 
printmaking.” And the art market caught up. Johns 
set an auction record for postwar or contemporary 
prints with a piece going for $1,314,500 at Christie’s in 
2010. (By comparison, the top auction price for a Johns 
painting was $36 million in 2014 for his 1983 Flag.)

It has become cliché to append “the greatest liv-
ing American artist” to Johns’s name, so long has he 
reigned and so deeply have his contributions infused 
contemporary art. Pop, minimalism and conceptual-
ism all owe him more than a tip of the hat. His prints 
are as virtuoso as his canvases. “He is the greatest liv-
ing printmaker. No doubt about that,” says Jennifer 
L. Roberts, a professor of art history at Harvard 
University who is co-writing a catalogue raisonné 
of Johns’s monotypes. “He turns the many different 
essences of printmaking into the technique of his work 
and also the subject of his work. Printmakers have to 
think backwards—they have to be able to imagine 
things in reverse. With Johns’s work, it’s thematized 
into the work itself,” with frequent doubling, or mir-
roring, and folding of images. “He’s able to take the 
process and turn it into a sophisticated meditation on 
all the ideas that are part of that process.” Moreover, 
his paintings and prints, as well as his drawings and 
sculptures, are in constant dialogue. 

Goldston began working with Johns in 1970, when 
they experimented together with an offset printer 
designed for posters and art books but deemed far 
too pedestrian for artists. It nevertheless got Johns’s 
creative juices flowing. “The way he thinks is so inter-
esting to me,” Goldston says, noting Johns’s mastery 

not just of aesthetics but of the technical demands of 
printmaking. “He has such insight into the principle of 
transferring ink from one surface to another.”

Monotypes are a peculiarly immediate and inti-
mate form of printmaking. Unlike, say, an etching, 
which once created allows a printer to apply ink at 
a later time and repeatedly produce multiples, for 
a monotype the artist in one sitting paints directly 
onto a smooth surface, or matrix, such as a sheet of 
Plexiglas. Then, before the ink has a chance to dry, 
the matrix is run through a press, transferring the 
image to a piece of paper. “They’re uncategorizable. 
They are prints, but you could just as easily argue 
they are drawings or paintings,” says Roberts. “It’s a 
space for rapid, intense experimentation. The matrix 
is essentially destroyed in the process of creation. It’s 
like life. There’s no fantasy you can keep creating this 
image. There’s something haunting.”

Like many inventions, some of Johns’s monotypes 
were born of a series of happy accidents across media. 
Take his 17 monotypes entitled Savarin. Johns’s motif 
of the Savarin brand coffee can, its name emblazoned 
in large type across the label, dates to 1960, when he 
made Painted Bronze, a life-size sculpture of the com-
monplace tin in which he often stored paintbrushes. 
In the late 1970s, he returned to the image, depicting 
the can against a backdrop of his crosshatches—fields 
of short diagonal lines that are another frequently 
mined Johns concept—for a lithograph. He made the 
resulting image both the poster and the catalog cover 
for his 1977 retrospective at the Whitney Museum 
of American Art. The next year, when Johns was 
preparing to leave New York for his winter house on 
St. Martin, Goldston cut about half a dozen small plates 
for him to pack in his suitcase to stave off boredom. 
Johns returned with more riffs on that can of brushes. 
He has a habit of employing nontraditional materials, 
and for one plate, he used an island cookie to make his 
marks. “When I unwrapped the plate, there were still 
cookie crumbs all over it,” Goldston says. It became 
the lithograph Savarin 1 (Cookie); Johns experimented 
with other effects for Savarin 2 through 5.

Then one day in 1981, he revisited the concept with 
a new idea, making a lithograph of the Savarin in gray, 
with a red impression of his own arm and handprint 
running along the bottom of the page. “Jasper was 
happy with it,” Goldston says. As he remembers it, 
they began running the press, but the paper roll soon 
ran out. The new roll wasn’t the same shade of white as 
the original, so they set aside the batch they’d already 

produced and started fresh. The following year, when 
Johns was signing the edition, Goldston says, they 
realized they had 27 sheets of the original paper. 
“What were we going to do with them?”

It was almost too enticing for Johns. In fealty to 
perhaps his most famous quote, in actuality a note 
to himself—“Take an object. Do something to it. Do 
something else to it”—he couldn’t resist toying with 
the sheets somehow. Over the course of four days, 
Johns proceeded to paint on a piece of Plexiglas, lay it 
face down on the lithograph and run them through a 
press, then repeat the process, thereby turning each 
lithograph into a monotype. “Working directly over 
the original matrix is one way of experimenting or 
playing with differences—different kinds of refine-
ment, accent, tone, playful variations,” Johns says by 
email. One outcome is reminiscent of a heroic product 
shot, with the can in bold red, the brushes outlined 
in black and the background a primary-color field of 
hatch marks. Another variation proclaims Hallelujah! 
in stenciled letters arching over the brushes, along 
with the date 21 Jan. 1982 running across the bot-
tom. Yet another rendition substitutes Johns’s closely 
clustered handprints in red, purple and green for the 
hatches, while a fourth version casts a dramatic black 

veil over the image, highlighting the brushes in white 
as if by moonlight. While stopping short of calling 
monotypes fun to make, Johns says, “They may invite 
a playfulness, or a light touch with the materials.”

Roberts is struck by the complex, almost labyrin-
thine trajectory of Johns’s prints. “You can see the 
way a monotype is about not just the artist creat-
ing images, but images begetting images,” she says. 
“Johns would paint one, then print the print. There 
would still be a little material left. He would add to 
that, print again. You really see this evolution.”

Johns finds it difficult to articulate exactly how 
he makes his choices. “Monoprints sometimes come 
as afterthoughts following some project,” he says. 
“I suppose that each medium or technique offers an 
appeal of its own.... One jumps in and, if lucky, finds 
ways to proceed.”

J
OHNS IS A MAN of few words, and he tends 
toward the literal. I once asked him why he 
uses encaustic, the pigmented hot wax that 
is a signature material in his paintings. “It’s 
here. I have it in my studio, usually in quan-
tity,” he replied. Whether this was a stab at 

humor was hard to assess. He is also an exceedingly 
private man, whose manners are especially deco-
rous in this age of oversharing. His old-school ways 
were ingrained in his strict Southern upbringing. 
After his parents divorced when he was a toddler, 
he was promptly left with his paternal grandfather, 
a prosperous landowner, and his wife. Following his 
grandfather’s death, Johns moved around between 
his mother, who by this time had a new family, and 
his aunt, who taught her nephew in a rural school of 
only a few students. He quit the University of South 
Carolina after three semesters to come north to 
New York City, where he lasted all of one semester at 
Parsons School of Design. As he flailed in his attempts 
at making art—he eventually destroyed nearly all of 
his early work—he befriended three other creative 
forces: artist Robert Rauschenberg, composer John 
Cage and choreographer Merce Cunningham.

They were four of the most inventive minds of the 
20th century. Johns is 
the last surviving mem-
ber of the quartet, and 
he continues to innovate 
in the 21st. Among the 
most powerful images in 
the monotypes exhibi-
tion are some of Johns’s 

most recent: a series that takes as a jumping-off point 
a black-and-white image by acclaimed photojournal-
ist Larry Burrows originally published in a 1965 issue 
of Life magazine. The photograph captures Marine 
Lance Corporal James C. Farley, a 21-year-old heli-
copter crew chief, breaking down after a disastrous 
mission near Da Nang, Vietnam. The rawness of the 
moment is palpable as Farley, crumpled on a trunk in a 
supply shed, hides most of his face in his hands. Johns 
abstracts the image and doubles it, fading the mir-
rored version like a specter.

Susan Dackerman, a scholar at the Getty Research 
Institute in Los Angeles, who is co-writing the cata-
logue raisonné, was bowled over by the luminosity 
of the new monotypes and the way “the figure of the 
soldier is sometimes foregrounded and sometimes 
disintegrates. The ink bleeds and pools.” 

The new prints build on Johns’s recent Regrets 
series, though not in an entirely linear fashion. Those 
works, begun in 2012, experimented with an old pho-
tograph of the British figurative painter Lucian Freud 
commissioned by Francis Bacon. Freud is seen sitting 
on a small bed, hunched over in apparent sorrow or 
torment, and Johns went on a tour de force in paint, 
charcoal, watercolor and ink. He explored not only the 
subject’s anguish but the formal qualities of the pho-
tograph, down to a rip in the surviving print, and how, 
when he reproduced the picture alongside its mirror 
image, a skull appeared.

When I visited Johns before Regrets made its pub-
lic debut at MoMA in 2014, he told me he’d made an 
earlier attempt at a similar subject. He was charac-
teristically loath to reveal anything. “I don’t know if I 
want to tell you about this,” he began. “I have another 
photograph from a completely different source, which 
I have tried to use as the basis of drawings, none of 
which has come off to my satisfaction. A similar mood 
is conveyed, and it also has to do with the face being 
buried, I think in the arm, but nothing to do with the 
art world.” He broke into one of his rare but hearty 
laughs. “I had to put the other away as a failure.”

It now seems clear that the Burrows image was his 
initial muse. “A relationship between the two photo-
graphs seems obvious but is not something that I have 
analyzed,” Johns says. “I believe the work that an art-
ist makes in relation to a subject is expressive in a way 
that cannot necessarily be broken down into logical 
parts.” After making Regrets, he asked his assistant to 
find the Burrows drawings, which he had made around 
2002, and set to work again. This time he found the 
solution in monotypes. Using Mylar as the matrix, 
instead of metal or Plexiglas, he applied ink and water-
color but, unusually, allowed them to dry. Then he wet 
the paper and pressed it to the Mylar, reawakening 
the color. Asked if he chose this process for practical 
reasons—the ink was drying before he could finish—
or for aesthetic effect, Johns replies, “I don’t believe 
there is a separation.” In any case, he notes, “Often, 
even usually, the various ways of working blend and 
become, to varying degrees, unconscious.”

The late best-selling author and producer Michael 
Crichton, a good friend of Johns’s, once described him 
as “the intellectual who will not explain himself in 
intellectual terms.” To be sure, Johns presents him-
self as an artist who doesn’t overthink it. True to form, 
he says of making a monotype, “At its simplest, it is as 
easy as leaving a fingerprint.” •

“each medium or technique offers an 
 appeal of its own.... one jumps in  

and, if lucky, finds ways to proceed.” 
—jasper johns

OEUVRE AND ABOVE   
“He is the greatest living printmaker. 
No doubt about that,” says Harvard 
University professor Jennifer L. 
Roberts. Johns’s prints include, from far 
left: Ale Cans, 1964; Decoy, 1971; Flags 
I, 1973; Four Panels from Untitled 1972, 
Savarin, 1982; and Shrinky Dink 3, 2011.
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page 110
Loewe jumpsuit, $2,350, 
Loewe, Miami Design District, 
Sophie Buhai brooch, $500, 
sophiebuhai .com, Acne Studios 
shoes, $400, acnestudios .com, 
Boss dress, $1,895, hugoboss 
.com, Vans shoes, $60, vans 
.com, Repossi ring, $1,100, 
Dover Street Market, New York, 
Hermès jumpsuit, $3,950, select 
Hermès boutiques, Charlotte 
Chesnais bracelet, $1,730, 
charlottechesnais.fr, Maison 
Margiela Fine Jewellery ring, 
$3,600, select Maison Margiela 
boutiques, Carolina Herrera 
dress, $1,315, Carolina Herrera, 
New York, Maison Margiela Fine 
Jewellery bracelet, $6,500, select 
Maison Margiela boutiques, 
Vans shoes, $70, vans .com, 
Fendi dress, $3,850, fendi .com, 
Calvin Klein Collection sneakers, 
$895, Calvin Klein Collection, 
New York, Hermès coat, $6,700, 
select Hermès boutiques, 
Charlotte Chesnais ring, $650, 
charlottechesnais.fr, Victoria 
Beckham shoes, $970, Forty 
Five Ten 

page 112
Edun top, $390, similar styles at 
The Line, Tod’s skirt, price upon 
request, select Tod’s boutiques, 
Calvin Klein Collection shoes, 
$895, Calvin Klein Collection, 
New York, Versace dress, $2,175, 
select Versace boutiques, Joseph 
pants, $495, joseph-fashion 
.com, Sophie Buhai earrings, 
$450, sophiebuhai .com, Calvin 
Klein Collection shoes, $895, 
Calvin Klein Collection, New 
York, Akris top, $995, and skirt, 
$1,590, select Akris boutiques, 
Repossi rings, $1,200 and $1,100, 
Dover Street Market, New York, 
Eytys shoes, $160, eytys .com 

page 113
Miu Miu dress, $3,805, select 
Miu Miu boutiques, Belstaff 
boots, $725, Belstaff Madison 
Avenue, New York, DKNY coat, 
$1,200, select DKNY boutiques, 
Jil Sander top, $430, jilsander 
.com, Kiton pants, $1,520, Kiton, 
New York, Loewe shoes, $990, 
similar styles at Nordstrom, 
Giorgio Armani sweater, $1,375, 
and pants, $2,175, select Giorgio 
Armani boutiques, Miu Miu 
charm, price upon request, select 
Miu Miu boutiques, Hermès 
shoes, $930, select Hermès 
boutiques, Dolce & Gabbana 
vest, $895, jacket, price upon 
request, and pants, $3,495, select 
Dolce & Gabbana boutiques, 
Loewe shoes, $990, Nordstrom, 
Max Mara coat, $3,150, Max 
Mara Madison Avenue, New 
York, Oscar de la Renta tank 
top, $890, and skirt, $1,290, 
both select Oscar de la Renta 
boutiques, Céline shoes, $1,450, 
Céline Madison Avenue, New 
York, Louis Vuitton dress, vest 
and shoes, all price upon request 
at select Louis Vuitton stores 

WELL OPENER
page 129
Maison Margiela jumpsuit, price 
upon request, select Maison 
Margiela boutiques 

select Prada boutiques, Marni 
earrings, $410, Moda Operandi, 
Loewe shoes, $990, similar styles 
at Nordstrom, Tod’s jacket, 
price upon request, select Tod’s 
boutiques, Ellery pants, $1,490, 
elleryland .com, Hermès earrings, 
$910, select Hermès boutiques, 
Loewe shoes, $990, Loewe, 
Miami Design District 

page 104
3.1 Phillip Lim top, $995, 3.1 
Phillip Lim, New York, Brunello 
Cucinelli pants, $1,275, Brunello 
Cucinelli Greene Street, New 
York, Bottega Veneta dress, 
$7,400, 800-845-6790, Charlotte 
Chesnais bracelet, $1,730, 
charlottechesnais.fr, Robert 
Clergerie shoes, $495, Saks Fifth 
Avenue, Calvin Klein Collection 
top, $1,150, and skirt, $1,995, 
Calvin Klein Collection, New 
York, Longchamp coat, $2,305, 
select Longchamp boutiques, 
Etro bodysuit, $770, Etro 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Narciso Rodriguez pants, $1,095, 
Barneys New York, Joseph 
top, $695, joseph-fashion .com, 
Chanel pants, $6,200, select 
Chanel boutiques, Eytys shoes, 
$160, eytys .com, Rosetta Getty 
top, $1,080, Forward by Elyse 
Walker, Chanel skirt, $6,350, 
select Chanel boutiques, The 
Row shoes, $795, The Row, 
Melrose Place 

page 106
Edun crop top, $990, and skirt, 
$2,400, similar styles at net-
a-porter .com, Céline earrings, 
$590, and shoes, $1,450, Céline 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Kenzo coat, $2,585, kenzo .com, 
Edun top, $390, similar styles at 
The Line, Ellery pants, $1,490, 
elleryland .com, Sophie Buhai 
earrings, $450, sophiebuhai .com, 
Loewe shoes, $990, Nordstrom 

page 108
Brunello Cucinelli sweater, 
$925, and skirt, $1,075, 
Brunello Cucinelli Greene 
Street, New York, Charlotte 
Chesnais earrings, $740, 
charlottechesnais.fr, Pierre 
Hardy shoes, $645, Pierre Hardy 
Jane Street, New York, Burberry 
sweater, $2,095, and dress, price 
upon request, burberry .com, 
Sophie Buhai earrings, $465, 
sophiebuhai .com, Valentino 
Garavani shoes, $695, valentino 
.com, Theory top, $345, select 
Theory stores, Bally pants, $825, 
Bally, New York, Calvin Klein 
Collection shoes, $895, Calvin 
Klein Collection, New York, 
Charlotte Chesnais ring, $650, 
charlottechesnais .fr, Hermès 
earrings, $1,175, select Hermès 
boutiques 

page 109
Chanel jacket, price upon 
request, and pants, $6,200, 
select Chanel boutiques, Proenza 
Schouler dress, $7,250, Proenza 
Schouler Greene Street, New 
York, Ellery pants, $1,490, 
elleryland .com, Fendi dress, 
similar styles at $3,850,  
fendi .com, Pierre Hardy shoes,  
$645, Pierre Hardy Jane Street,  
New York

COVER
Albertus Swanepoel hat, $450, 
albertusswanepoel .com, Saint 
Laurent by Hedi Slimane dress, 
$5,550, Saint Laurent 57th 
Street, New York 

TABLE OF CONTENTS
page 44
Nina Ricci dress, $3,250, 
and necklace, $590, Carla 
Martinengo, Nina Ricci shoes, 
$580, select Nina Ricci stores, 
Falke tights, $38, barenecessities 
.com, Coach collar, price upon 
request, coach .com, and Céline 
earrings, $1,050, Céline Madison 
Avenue, New York 

page 52
J.W. Anderson jumpsuit, price 
upon request, similar styles at 
j-w-anderson .com 

THE WSJ. FIVE
page 67
Calvin Klein Collection  
sneakers, $895, dress, $1,150, 
and skirt, $650, Calvin Klein 
Collection, New York 

page 68
Ralph Lauren watch, $2,100, 
ralphlaurenwatches .com, 
Current/Elliott shirt, $198, 
Bergdorf Goodman

page 70
Bottega Veneta sunglasses, $400, 
and dress, $7,400, 800-845-6790

page 72
Hermès bag, $8,550, select 
Hermès stores, and Sportmax 
dress, $945, Sportmax SoHo, 
New York 

page 73
Loewe earrings, $490, Webster 
Miami, and Simon Miller jacket, 
$400, simonmillerusa .com 

WHAT’S NEWS
page 80
Tabitha Simmons shoes, $675, 
tabithasimmons .com, Valentino 
Garavani shoes, $595, Valentino 
Fifth Avenue, New York, Hermès 
shoes, $1,125, select Hermès 
stores, Aquazzura shoes, 
$675, saks .com, Sergio Rossi 
shoes, $1,495, Sergio Rossi, 
Bal Harbour, Stuart Weitzman 
shoes, $435, Stuart Weitzman 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Céline shoes, $1,300, Céline 
SoHo, New York 

page 86
Gucci bag, $5,800, gucci .com, 
Tod’s bag, $2,995, select Tod’s 
boutiques, Brahmin bag, $315, 
brahmin .com, Fendi bag, similar 
styles at $5,300, fendi .com, 
Proenza Schouler bag, $2,110, 
Proenza Schouler Greene Street, 
New York 

ALL THAT JAZZ
page 103
Coach vest and skirt, both price 
upon request at select Coach 
stores, Rosetta Getty shirt, 
$380, modaoperandi .com, Loewe 
shoes, $990, Loewe, Miami 
Design District, Missoni dress, 
$1,945, Missoni Madison Avenue, 
New York, Prada jacket, $4,380, 

KEEPING UP WITH 
CHRISTY
page 130
Calvin Klein Collection coat, 
$12,995, and dress, $3,350, 
Calvin Klein Collection,  
New York

page 132
Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci 
dress, $3,990, and slips, $2,440 
and $9,500, givenchy .com 

page 133
Calvin Klein Collection dress, 
$3,350, Calvin Klein Collection, 
New York 

page 135
Alexander McQueen dress, price 
upon request, +44 20 7318 2222 

page 136–137
Albertus Swanepoel hat, $450, 
albertusswanepoel .com 

page 138-139
Albertus Swanepoel hat, $450, 
albertusswanepoel .com, Saint 
Laurent by Hedi Slimane dress, 
$5,550, Saint Laurent 57th 
Street, New York 

RHYTHM OF THE HEART
page 141
Miu Miu shirt, $990, and skirt, 
$1,200, prada .com, Coach collar, 
price upon request, coach .com, 
Walt Cassidy Studio for Derek 
Lam earrings, $495, Derek Lam 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Rodarte shoes, price upon 
request, Ikram 

page 142
Proenza Schouler dress, $2,750, 
Proenza Schouler Madison 
Avenue, New York, earrings, 
$550, and shoes, $795, both 
Proenza Schouler Greene Street, 
New York, Coach collar, price 
upon request, coach .com, Gucci 
ring, $515, select Gucci stores 

page 143
Salvatore Ferragamo dress, 
$1,850, select Salvatore 
Ferragamo boutiques, Coach 
collar, price upon request, coach 
.com, Proenza Schouler earrings, 
$550, and shoes, $1,170, Proenza 
Schouler Greene Street,  
New York 

page 144
Céline dress, $5,300, and 
earrings, $1,050, Céline Madison 
Avenue, New York, Walt Cassidy 
Studio for Derek Lam necklace, 
$850, Derek Lam Madison 
Avenue, New York 

page 145
Jason Wu dress, $3,295, 
jasonwustudio .com, Coach  
collar, price upon request,  
coach .com, Walt Cassidy Studio 
for Derek Lam earrings, $495,  
Derek Lam Madison Avenue, 
New York, Gucci ring, $515,  
select Gucci stores 

page 146
Gucci shirt, $1,390, skirt, $1,890, 
and rings, $515, $915 and $410, 
select Gucci stores, Coach collar, 
price upon request, coach .com, 
Céline earrings, $1,050, Céline 

Madison Avenue, New York,  
Nina Ricci necklace, $590,  
Carla Martinengo 

page 148
Prada coat, $3,620, and shoes, 
price upon request, select Prada 
boutiques, Louis Vuitton blouse, 
price upon request, select Louis 
Vuitton stores, Walt Cassidy 
Studio for Derek Lam earrings, 
$495, Derek Lam Madison 
Avenue, New York 

page 149
Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci 
top, $7,850, and dress, $2,280, 
givenchy .com, Coach collar, price 
upon request, coach .com, Céline 
earrings, $1,050, Céline Madison 
Avenue, New York 

page 150
Alexander McQueen coat, price 
upon request, +44 20 7318 2222, 
Céline earrings, $1,050, Céline 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Coach collar, price upon request, 
coach .com, Walt Cassidy Studio 
for Derek Lam necklace, $725, 
Derek Lam Madison Avenue, 
New York 

page 151
Sacai coat, $1,850, and skirt, 
$1,495, Bergdorf Goodman, 
Coach collar, price upon request, 
coach .com, Walt Cassidy 
Studio for Derek Lam earrings, 
$495, Derek Lam Madison 
Avenue, New York, Calvin Klein 
Collection bracelet, price upon 
request, Calvin Klein Collection, 
New York, Prada shoes, price 
upon request, select Prada 
boutiques 

NEW ROMANTIC
page 163
Hillier Bartley dress, $2,995, 
waistcoat, $995, and pin, $170, 
matchesfashion .com, Tiffany & 
Co. pendants, $1,600 and $2,900, 
tiffany .com 

page 164
Dior coat, price upon request, 
dress, $9,700, sweater, $1,200, 
and necklace, $840, select Dior 
boutiques, Balenciaga pants, 
$3,950, and shoes, $2,350, 
Balenciaga Mercer Street, New 
York, Calvin Klein Collection 
bracelet, price upon request, 
Calvin Klein Collection, New 
York, Repossi ear cuff, price 
upon request, Barneys New York, 
Tiffany & Co. earrings, $2,300, 
tiffany .com 

page 165
Valentino blouse, $3,350, and 
skirt, $6,800, valentino .com, 
Balenciaga bra, $2,895, Neiman 
Marcus Paramus, New Jersey, 
and shoes, $2,350, Balenciaga 
Mercer Street, New York, Tiffany 
& Co. earrings, $2,300, and 
pendant, $3,500, tiffany .com 

page 166
Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci 
dresses, $8,650 and $6,685, 
givenchy .com, The Row pants, 
$1,190, The Row, Melrose, 
Balenciaga earrings, $595, 
Balenciaga Mercer Street,  
New York 

page 167
Balenciaga top, $5,650, 
Balenciaga Mercer Street, New 
York, pants, $2,895, bracelets, 
$1,275 and $790, and earrings, 
$595, Balenciaga Mercer Street, 
New York

page 168
Michael Kors Collection dress, 
$4,950, select Michael Kors 
stores, The Row pants, $1,550, 
The Row, Melrose, Balenciaga 
bracelets, $1,275 and $790, 
Balenciaga Mercer Street, New 
York, Tiffany & Co. earrings, 
$2,300, and pendants, $2,900 
and $600, tiffany .com 

page 169
Céline coat, $31,000, Céline 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Alexander McQueen jeans, 
$1,945, Alexander McQueen 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Balenciaga shoes, $2,350, 
Balenciaga Mercer Street, New 
York, Bulgari bracelet, $3,500, 
select Bulgari stores 

page 170
Lanvin dress, $2,795, Nordstrom, 
Tiffany & Co. earrings, $2,300, 
and pendants, $2,900 and $600, 
tiffany .com 

page 171
Calvin Klein Collection coat, 
$3,895, top, $850, pants, $895, 
and shoes, $895, Calvin Klein 
Collection, New York, Balenciaga 
bracelets, $1,275 and $790, 
Balenciaga Mercer Street, New 
York, and necklace, $1,995, 
Barneys New York 
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Karlie Kloss.Model, entrepreneur, philanthropist andWall Street Journal reader.
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“ONE OF MY MENTORS was Yacub Addy, a master 
Ghanaian drummer. He made the drum in front. 
When he gave it to me, he said that the sound of a 
drum is the soul of the drum, something I always 
remember. The blue book on the table, Autobiography 
of a Yogi, is one that my father gave me when I 
left home at 17. We had never talked about yoga or 
Eastern religion—I was just a country boy. But I read 
the book while I was on the bus and enjoyed it. My 
youngest son is a painter. That’s his work propped 
up on the book. His images have so much feeling in 
them. The diamond cuff links are from a friend of 
mine. I’ve had them for a long time. I’m normally the 

kind of person who loses almost everything I get, 
especially anything fancy, but these are my good 
luck charms. In the ’80s and ’90s, I used to go to New 
Mexico every year. I got the bears to the left of the 
book from a shop there as a gift for my daughter. At 
the time, she was scared of ghosts, so I told her these 
bears keep them out. Since then she hasn’t seen 
any ghosts! The trumpet was a gift from my trum-
pet maker, Dave Monette, in the early ’90s. It’s full 
of all kinds of symbolism from my life at that time. 
It weighs about eight pounds. A friend named Sam 
Berkow gave me the shofar after he finished refur-
bishing Central Synagogue, as a kind of memento. 

One night at my house, I asked the great trumpeter 
Lew Soloff whether he knew how to play it. He and I 
played the shofar back and forth for hours. The iron 
on the mantel is from my housekeeper, who brought 
it back from Honduras after Hurricane Sandy. We’d 
lost all electricity, and I’d been ironing my clothes 
with a heated pot. The Romare Bearden painting is 
one that he did for a record of mine, J Mood. I came 
to him with a drawing of what I wanted. He looked 
down at the drawing wondering if I was being dis-
respectful or stupid. Only after he looked up and 
saw my face did he realize that I was just stupid.”  
—As told to Thomas Gebremedhin

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIAN W. FERRY

still life

WYNTON MARSALIS
The esteemed jazz musician shares a few of his favorite things.
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